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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The 2007 Programme Evaluation Report continues the revised format agreed by the 
Programme Committee and Council in 2005. It thus provides an updated overview of the 
institutional arrangements for evaluation in FAO, its coverage and methods. Like the 2005 
report, in the interests of transparency and accountability, it also summarises evaluation and 
review of the evaluation function in FAO1. In this case, as suggested by the Programme 
Committee2, this is provided by a summary of the evaluation of the FAO evaluation 
function completed as a separate study within the Independent External Evaluation of FAO. 
This Programme Evaluation Report thus consists of five main sections: 

a) evaluation in FAO (institutional arrangements, policies and methods) which 
provides a description of the current evaluation arrangements;  

b) UN system collaboration in evaluation; 
c) a summary of the evaluation of the FAO evaluation function completed as a 

separate study in the Independent External Evaluation of FAO; 
d) the evaluation programme of the Organization, which provides a listing of the 

evaluation outputs over the 2006-07 biennium and the work plan of major 
evaluations for the forthcoming biennium; and 

e) evaluation briefs on the major evaluations completed during the biennium and 
provided to the Governing Bodies. In the briefs, a summary of the management 
response and the reaction of the Programme Committee are provided in addition to 
the evaluation itself. Each brief is cross-referenced to the complete documentation 
on the evaluation website3.

II. EVALUATION IN FAO - INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS, 
POLICIES AND METHODS 

The Context 

2. All the programmes and activities of FAO, financed from the regular budget of the 
Organization (from mandatory assessed contributions) and those financed from voluntarily 
contributed extra-budgetary resources, are subject to evaluation. The policies for evaluation 
of these programmes have been set by member countries in the Governing Bodies and the 
Director-General. Evaluation is designed: 

a) for accountability on results, particularly in terms of evidence of contribution to 
sustainable impacts for the benefit of member countries; and 

b) to assist decision-making by the Governing Bodies, the Organization’s management 
and individual member countries as part of a results-based approach to decision-
making.

3. In establishing evaluation policies, the Council takes advice primarily from the 
Programme Committee. The Director-General is advised by the internal Evaluation 
Committee chaired by the Deputy Director-General, which was established in 2004. 
Evaluation in FAO adheres to evaluation norms and standards for evaluation in the UN 

                                                     
1 The 2005 report summarised the findings of the auto-evaluation of the evaluation fuction, which included the 
findings of an external consultant and an external peer review. 
2 Para. 38 CL 132/11 Report of the 97th Session of the Programme Committee (Committee requested to review 
the report  prepared by the IEE on the evaluation function). 
3 http://www.fao.org/pbe/pbee/
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system4 established by the United Nations Evaluation Group (which is composed of the 
heads of evaluation from throughout the UN system). These norms and standards are largely 
in line with the standards of the OECD-DAC and their purpose is captured in a preambular 
statement: “Towards a UN system better serving the peoples of the world; overcoming 
weaknesses and building on strengths from a strong evidence base”. They now provide a 
baseline against which all organizations and programmes of the UN system can gauge their 
performance. 

4. FAO evaluations currently fall into the following major categories, which are 
complementary: 

a) major evaluations for the Governing Bodies: These are decided upon by the 
Programme Committee and cover evaluations of: individual FAO programmes; 
work towards strategic objectives, as specified in the FAO Strategic Framework; 
and cross-cutting institutional issues. There are four to five per biennium. They 
include the aspects of the work covered from the Regular Programme budget and 
from extra-budgetary funding and deal with work at headquarters, regional and 
country levels (normative and technical cooperation). The Governing Bodies may 
also receive summaries or the full reports of the major evaluations of extra-
budgetary programmes and the country evaluations listed in the further categories 
below;

b) comprehensive evaluations of all FAO’s work at country level (three to five per 
biennium – this category of evaluation has been introduced in the current 
biennium); 

c) evaluations of work funded from extra-budgetary resources on particular 
emergencies, themes or programmes;  

d) evaluations of specific extra-budgetary programmes and projects; and 
e) auto-evaluation by managers of Regular Programme work. 

Institutional and Governance Arrangements 
Role of the Programme Committee in Evaluation 

5. The Programme Committee is the recipient of major evaluation reports for the 
Governing Bodies. Its functions with respect to evaluation are to advise the Council on 
overall policies and procedures for evaluation and to: 

a) decide upon the work programme for major evaluations; 
b) receive and consider the major evaluation reports (which are accompanied by 

a management response to the findings and recommendations). The 
Committee presents its conclusions on both the evaluation and the 
management response to the Council in its report; and 

c) receive progress reports on the implementation of evaluation findings and 
recommendations and provide its views to the Council. 

6. The Programme Committee now has a standing agenda item on evaluation, under 
which it discusses not only individual evaluations and papers on evaluation matters but also 
ad-hoc matters relating to evaluation as they arise. 

The Evaluation Committee (internal) 

7. The internal evaluation committee chaired by the Deputy Director-General provides 
advice to the Evaluation Service on its work programme and advice to the Director-General 
on all matters relating to evaluation, including budget level and management responses. 

                                                     
4 http://www.uneval.org
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The Evaluation Service 

8. The Evaluation Service is responsible for ensuring the relevance, effectiveness, 
quality and independence of evaluation in FAO. It is located for administrative purposes in 
the Office of Programme, Budget and Evaluation, which forms part of the Office of the 
Director-General5. The Service receives guidance from the Programme Committee and 
consults with the Evaluation Committee (internal). It is solely responsible for the conduct of 
all evaluations, with the exception of auto-evaluations conducted by programme managers 
for which it provides support, including the selection of evaluators and the evaluation terms 
of reference. It thus enjoys a high degree of independence within the Organization. In 
addition to its responsibilities for the conduct of evaluations, the Service also: 

a) facilitates feedback from evaluation in direct follow-up to individual 
evaluations and in communicating lessons for more general application;  

b) monitors management reporting on the implementation of those evaluation 
recommendations accepted by the Governing Bodies, management and other 
concerned stakeholders; 

c) supports auto-evaluation by managers (but does not have wider 
responsibilities in results-based management so as to assure a higher degree 
of independence in its evaluations); and 

d) for staff training, provides comments on training requirements to the Human 
Resources Division (but is not involved in evaluation capacity building in 
member countries). 

                                                     
5 The Service staffing is composed of a Chief, eight professionals (including one provided from extra-budgetary 
resources) and three support staff. 
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Budget for evaluation in FAO 

9. For the 2006-07 biennium, the budget for evaluation (including auto-evaluation) 
stands at approximately US$ 4.8 million6 (in total, approximately 0.5 percent of resources 
available for the Regular Programme of work). The translation and reproduction of 
evaluation documents for the Governing Bodies, and certain indirect costs of evaluation 
such as office space, are covered outside the evaluation budget. In June 2007, the FAO 
Council7 emphasised the importance of the systematic evaluation of the extra-budgetary 
work of the Organization, and endorsed approximately one percent coverage for evaluation 
in all budgets:  “the inclusion of a mandatory budget line for evaluation in all extra-
budgetary projects on a published scale. Two Trust Fund pool accounts would be 
established for this purpose: one for emergency and rehabilitation projects, and another for 
technical cooperation for development projects. The exception to this would be those 
projects of technical cooperation for development over US$ 4 million which would continue 
to be evaluated separately”.

Evaluation Processes and Methodologies 
Processes and methodologies common to all evaluations 

10. Scoping the evaluation and terms of reference: An approach paper for each 
major evaluation is developed by the Evaluation Service in discussion with the units most 
closely involved in implementing the strategy or programme and other stakeholders, 
including, as appropriate, national government representatives and the representatives of 
donors. Increasingly, an evaluation team leader is then selected and participates in the 
finalization of terms of reference. The introduction in 2000 of an enhanced results-based 
planning model for FAO has made it somewhat easier to identify the outcomes and impacts 
(objectives) towards which programmes are working, but it usually remains essential to 
clarify the programme logic as an early step in the evaluation process and define appropriate 
verification indicators for use in the evaluation.  

11. The evaluation team: Evaluations are managed and quality assured by the 
Evaluation Service and teams are led and largely composed of independent external 
consultants8. Evaluation consultants9 are selected on the basis of competence, with attention 
also to regional and gender balance. Evaluation team leaders are consulted where possible 
on the composition of the remainder of the team. The size of the teams is related to both the 
scale and complexity of the evaluation, 3-4 lead consultants being a typical number.  

12. Evaluation methodology: The methods used are tailored to the individual 
evaluations. Certain features are common. The ultimate value of a programme, project, 
strategy or process is the benefit it delivers to FAO member country governments and their 
peoples. Key issues for evaluations include:  

a) changes in the external environment in which FAO functions;  
b) relevance to the needs and priorities of the member countries and the 

international community;  
c) functionality and clarity of the objectives, strategy, design and 

implementation plan to meet those needs and priorities;  

                                                     
6 US$ 3.7 million under the Regular Programme allocation to the Evaluation Service for independent evaluation, 
of which US$ 0.3 million required earnings, US$ 0.7 million for auto-evaluation and US$ 0.4 million for 
evaluation of the Technical Cooperation Programme –TCP. 
7 Report of the Hundred and Thirty-Second Session of the FAO Council (Rome, 18-22 June 2007) para. 76. 
8 Evaluation Service staff but not other staff of FAO may also serve as evaluation team members (but not team 
leaders, except on relatively small individual project evaluations).  
9 Evaluation consultancies are now advertised on the web. 
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d) efficiency and effectiveness of the processes followed;  
e) institutional strengths and weaknesses, including institutional culture and 

inclusiveness of process;
f) quality and quantity of outputs, in relation to resources deployed in 

undertaking the work; 
g) quality and quantity of the outcomes (effects) resulting from the activities and 

outputs in relation to resources deployed for the work; 
h) impacts and their sustainability in terms of benefits to present and future 

generations for food security, nutrition, social and economic well-being, the 
environment, etc.; and 

i) FAO’s comparative advantage in addressing the priority needs. 

13. Evaluations are forward looking. The central concern is thus to identify strengths 
and weaknesses in FAO’s programmes, approaches and structures with relevance for the 
future. In examining the effectiveness and impact of programmes, it has generally been 
found most productive to examine the outcomes and impacts of work completed and 
ongoing over the last four to six years (for longer periods than that, both detailed 
information and the identification of contribution to impact becomes difficult to trace).  

14. Evaluations review the work of other institutions comparable to FAO, especially in 
the multilateral system. This is important for benchmarking on processes, quality of work, 
etc. As the performance of FAO cannot be judged in isolation from that of its partners and 
competitors, it is also essential to make judgements on FAO’s areas of comparative strength 
and weakness. 

15. Also with respect to methodology:  
a) evaluations are consultative of stakeholders. This is done through visits to 

countries and partners, questionnaires and workshops; 
b) information is gathered through: document research; surveys; and focus 

group and individual interviews using check lists. In addition to open 
questions, questionnaires use closed questions to facilitate statistical analysis; 

c) triangulation of information from different sources and derived by different 
methods is fundamental in arriving at conclusions;  

d) impact and sustainability were always major areas for investigation by 
evaluation teams. In view of the relatively small inputs by FAO to 
development processes at the national and global levels, key questions 
concern the extent to which there has been contribution to a plausible line of 
causality. Separate sample impact case studies have now been introduced for 
country evaluations and where appropriate in major programme and project 
evaluations;

e) projects and Regular Programme entities are scored by the evaluation team 
for: relevance; design; implementation; process; outputs; outcomes; and 
sustainable impacts. This is to facilitate comparability between the findings 
of evaluations and analysis of trends and of strengths and weaknesses; and 

f) peer review by experts is used to identify issues for evaluation and to provide 
additional input for the evaluation findings. 

16. The evaluation report: The methodology requires the evaluation team to consult 
with stakeholders, including FAO management, but the team is solely responsible for its 
report, including the findings and recommendations, subject to quality assurance by the 
Evaluation Service. The role of the Evaluation Service is to assure adherence to the terms of 
reference, timeliness, and to provide technical support to the evaluation but the Service has 
no final say on findings and recommendations.  
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17. All evaluation reports are public documents and posted on the evaluation website. 
The report is required to present evaluation recommendations in an operational form and to 
include recommendations for improvement with no budget increase as well as any 
recommendations for increases (as it was observed that evaluation teams almost invariably 
made proposals for both expanded work and budget in the area under evaluation and this 
was not always realistic). 

18. Quality assurance: In addition to internal peer review in the Evaluation Service, 
new quality assurance measures have been introduced for all major evaluations where 
evaluations are reviewed by two external senior evaluators and scored against a standard 
review framework. 

19. Management response and follow-up reporting: For all evaluations, management 
is required to provide a response to each evaluation on those findings and recommendations 
it accepts and those it rejects and why, and an operational plan on how it intends to follow-
up. Follow-up reports are also required after one year for most evaluations and after two 
years for major evaluations.  In the case of those reports presented to the Governing Bodies, 
both the management response and the follow-up report are also considered by the 
Programme Committee. This is an area where there has been considerable progress in the 
last few years, and a standard procedure and format is now in place. However, the 
Programme Committee has still found several management responses during the biennium 
did not meet quality standards and requested elaboration. Further action has thus been taken 
by management to strengthen the internal process within the secretariat. Management 
response and follow-up reporting on implementation of recommendations for evaluation of 
extra-budgetary programmes is generally acknowledged to be an area of weakness and the 
actual use made of the findings and recommendations is highly dependent upon the extent 
to which the various partners to the evaluation become convinced of their validity and thus 
put them into effect. Further action is now underway to improve also this aspect. 

Evaluations for the Governing Bodies 

20. Evaluations for the Governing Bodies normally cover a strategic objective or cross- 
organizational strategy as defined in the FAO Strategic Framework, a programme, or an 
organizational unit. In recent years, these evaluations have tended to deal with large blocks 
of work at the programme or strategy level in order to maximise their usefulness to the 
Governing Bodies and senior management. 

21. In proposing subjects for evaluation to the Programme Committee in the rolling 
evaluation plan, the Evaluation Service takes account of expressed interests in the 
Governing Bodies and by FAO managers. The intention is that evaluation should focus on 
those areas where the Governing Bodies and management have the greatest need for 
evidence-based information on processes, institutional arrangements, outcomes, impacts 
and FAO’s comparative advantages. In order to achieve the balanced and progressive 
coverage of the Organization’s strategies and programmes, key factors in deciding on the 
proposals to be made include: a) the coverage of evaluations over the past six years; and b) 
the coverage of auto-evaluations and other studies. Criteria also include: the size of the 
programme or area of work; the demand from member countries; and areas of work being 
considered for expansion because of their perceived relevance and usefulness, or for 
elimination, downsizing or major re-orientation. The Programme Committee decides on 
priorities for evaluation from a list of possible topics and introduces additional topics it 
considers to be of importance. It also can, and does, request evaluations outside of the 
regular evaluation cycle and the plan is adjusted to accommodate these. 

22. As noted above, evaluation reports are public documents posted on the evaluation 
website. The Programme Committee decides if it wishes to discuss the evaluation in full or 
in extended summary and the evaluation is normally presented to the Programme 
Committee by the evaluation team leader.  
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Evaluation of extra-budgetary programmes 

23. Major emergencies and rehabilitation: For major emergencies, FAO needs to 
evaluate in an integrated way the relevance, efficiency and sustainable benefit from its 
response to the totality of the emergency and rehabilitation needs. The programmatic 
evaluation of emergency work has been steadily increasing, both in depth and coverage 
(Southern Africa 2003, Afghanistan 2003, Tsunami Real Time 2005-07, Desert Locusts 
2006, Avian Influenza 2007, Horn of Africa 2007).  

24. Projects of technical cooperation for development were subject to evaluation by 
evaluation/review missions, normally as the project drew towards completion and follow-up 
action was under consideration. The model of a tripartite mission representing the funders, 
FAO and the country(s) is being replaced by the concept of an independent team with 
composition and terms of reference agreed by all parties. In the period 2002-06, seventy-
four multi-bilateral trust fund projects were completed with budgets over US$ 2 million and 
of these, exactly half were evaluated. Although there may be good reasons for a proportion 
of trust funds not being evaluated, this is clearly an unacceptably low figure. The figures for 
projects of US$ 1-2 million budget were considerably lower at 28 percent. Only one of the 
29 projects (with budgets over US$ 2 million) funded by the national governments of the 
countries in which they took place (UTF) was evaluated.  

25. In the last decade, there has been a growth in the number of relatively small field 
projects, and for these, an evaluation mission of the traditional type cannot normally be a 
cost-effective use of resources. The increased emphasis on impact assessment requires that 
studies be carried out and a single mission by a group of evaluators is not always the 
appropriate approach. It may also be noted that the Independent External Evaluation of 
FAO review of the evaluation function found that individual project evaluation reports were 
often of inadequate quality. 

26. The emphasis is thus now moving to the evaluation of projects within thematic 
clusters and country evaluations with separate annex reports continuing to be produced on 
each major individual project. This formula allows for ex-post evaluation and assessment of 
impact in a way which cannot be achieved while a project is ongoing. It also facilitates 
lessons across projects and the examination of the relationship between the results from the 
extra-budgetary funds deployed and the Regular Programme of the Organization. Country 
and regional development projects including unilateral trust funds of US$ 2 million or more 
will continue to be independently evaluated if not covered by such thematic or country 
evaluation. Projects, including Unilateral Trust Funds, of over US$ 4 million will always be 
subject to full separate evaluation. 

27. Evaluation of programme support by donors: There are an increasing number of 
projects integrating support to normative work and the extension of that work to countries. 
These Programmes will also all be subject to evaluation if their budget exceeds US$ 2 
million. Such evaluation may be integrated with overall corporate programme evaluations if 
appropriate. However, as this approach to funding is relatively new and different models are 
being pursued, evaluation modalities will be decided on a case-by-case basis in full 
consultation with the donor and other participating member countries. Provision for 
evaluation should thus be made in the budgets of all such programmes with budgets of 
US$2 million or more. 

28. Council decision on evaluation of extra-budgetary work: At its session in June 
200710, the Council emphasised the importance of the systematic evaluation of the extra-
budgetary work of the Organization and, in addition to the funding arrangements discussed 
above, endorsed: “the institutionalisation of the arrangements for evaluation of emergency 

                                                     
10 Report of the Hundred and Thirty-Second Session of the FAO Council (Rome, 18-22 June 2007) para. 76. 
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and rehabilitation programmes and the extension of similar arrangements to projects of 
technical cooperation for development. While respecting the independence of evaluation 
and the role of the Evaluation Service in this, these institutional relationships would include 
comprehensive dialogues with stakeholders, in particular funders and partner countries, on 
the selection of evaluations and their conduct.”

29. These evaluations are managed by the Evaluation Service and consultations are 
carried out with the main donors and concerned FAO units on the selection of topics for 
evaluation. The main donors and partner countries for each programme are consulted on all 
aspects of the evaluation, including terms of reference, impact studies and composition of 
the independent evaluation team. Reports of the evaluation and the FAO management 
response are available to all parties and are public documents. Where single donors or 
individual countries form a large part of the programme, separate annexes may be prepared 
responding more specifically to individual donors’ needs. 

30. Unfortunately, although nearly all donors are in principle in favour of in-depth 
evaluation for accountability and learning and also are in favour in principle of a 
coordinated approach to this, at the working level, significant problems have arisen with a 
few of the major funders. Sometimes, this is at the level of individual donor desk officers, 
who may resist evaluation as an unnecessary cost, and sometimes the difficulties lie at a 
more fundamental level in the donor’s policies and procedures. Discussions are ongoing to 
resolve these problems. 

III. UN SYSTEM COLLABORATION IN EVALUATION 

31. At its 132nd Session in June 2007, the Council welcomed FAO’s contribution to UN 
system-wide evaluation and endorsed the Programme Committee report which “endorsed 
the Evaluation Service devoting up to 15 percent of its resources to UN system-wide 
evaluation work.”11  During the biennium, the FAO Evaluation Service has continued to 
work closely with the other evaluation offices of the UNsystem through the United Nations 
Evaluation Group (UNEG). It has also continued to work for evaluation in emergencies 
through various OCHA led initiatives and with the Active Learning Network for 
Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP), which brings together 
evaluators from across the non-governmental and governmental humanitarian agencies. 

32. UNEG has followed on agreement on norms and standards for evaluation with 
finalisation of core competencies for evaluation staff, development of a code of ethics and, 
in collaboration with OECD/DAC, the introduction of a peer review mechanism. At the 
request of the UN Chief Executives Board (CEB), it has developed proposals for a UN 
system-wide evaluation mechanism, including a unit to undertake evaluation of system-
wide issues. 

33. At its May 2007 session, the Programme Committee also stressed the importance of 
the evaluation of the UN pilots for delivering as one and at the request of the CEB, UNEG 
is undertaking a process evaluation of the initiative in the eight pilot countries and at the 
global level.  FAO has taken a lead in this process, including providing the resources for 
evaluation start-up. 

34. Other joint initiatives to which FAO has made a significant contribution have 
included:

a) UNEG study of management response and follow-up to evaluation (provision 
of a consultancy); 

                                                     
11 Para. 37, CL 132/1 Report of the 97th Session of the Programme Committee, May 2007. 
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b) joint evaluation of response to the humanitarian crisis in the Horn of Africa12;
and

c) Tsunami Evaluation Coalition: Joint Evaluation of the International Response 
to the Indian Ocean Tsunami (July 2006 - within which FAO contributed to 
the thematic evaluation of the role of needs assessment in the Tsunami 
Response as well as providing the reports of FAO’s own evaluations). 

IV.  EVALUATION OF THE EVALUATION FUNCTION 
(Carried out as a separate study in the Independent External Evaluation of FAO) 

Background and Context 

35. In view of the accountability and organizational learning and improvement roles 
played by evaluation, the terms of reference of the Independent External Evaluation of FAO 
(IEE) required an assessment of the quality, independence and impartiality of the evaluation 
function and the extent to which previous evaluations have been acted on.  The need for a 
separate evaluation of this function was further reinforced because the IEE itself wished to 
draw substantially on evaluation findings in undertaking its own work and needed to 
ascertain their reliability.  

36. The IEE considered that this stand alone evaluation of the evaluation function in 
FAO13 should be published separately and the Programme Committee requested to review 
this evaluation at its September 2007 session (this did not occur, as the IEE report was not 
then published). In line with the transparent reporting on reviews of the evaluation function 
reflected in the Programme Evaluation Report 2005, this PER also offers the opportunity to 
provide somewhat more detail on the findings than reflected in the full report of the IEE 
which has been considered by the Council and is before the Conference.   

37. The FAO membership will separately decide on the major recommendations of the 
IEE with respect to evaluation, in the context of the discussion of the report as a whole.  The 
Evaluation Service and FAO management have already instigated a number of 
improvements in line with the findings of the evaluation of the evaluation function. These 
are summarised in the previous discussion and have included a more active role for the 
internal evaluation committee and the strengthening of: 

a) work on impact evaluation; 
b) quality assurance management; 
c) management response to evaluations and follow-up reporting;  
d) consultation arrangements with stakeholders; and 
e) advertising and selection procedures for evaluation team members. 

Further actions are underway, particularly with respect to the full institutionalisation of the 
new arrangements for evaluation of extra-budgetary work as approved by the Council and 
the updating and publication of guidelines for various aspects of evaluation (including 
attention to gender and cost-efficiency aspects in evaluation).  

Methodology 

38. The methodology included: independent assessment of the quality of 33 evaluation 
reports from 1998 to date; interviews with just under 60 users of evaluations from 
Governing Bodies and staff (around 20 percent outside Headquarters); comparison with best 
practice in literature, current practice across the UN system and with four agencies in more 
depth (IFAD, UNDP, UNESCO and WHO); statistical analysis of the Evaluation Service 

                                                     
12 With OCHA, UNFPA, UNICEF and WHO. 
13 Conducted by K. Bezanson and S. Burrows. 
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database; and participation in staff focus groups. An external peer reference group gave 
critical advice at the beginning on the methodology and on the draft report. Evaluation 
Service staff were also consulted on methodology and in a workshop on the draft report. 

Findings

39. Quality of evaluations: The majority of informants amongst staff below senior 
management level expressed a high degree of confidence in the accuracy and quality of 
corporate evaluations. Independent reviewers marked a sample of evaluations against a 
standard check list. For corporate and auto-evaluations, there was a statistically highly 
significant correlation overall between the two independent assessors for each type. For 
project evaluations, a third (blind) opinion was sought for the 25 percent of cases with 
significant divergence between the original assessors, which resulted in significant 
correlation here too.

40. The average score (on a six-point ordinal scale) for the corporate evaluations 
sampled was 4.1, with the highest score 5.1 and the lowest 2.9. Terms of reference were 
overwhelmingly found to have been met. The involvement of Evaluation Service staff in 
project evaluations is not a guarantee of quality. The table below shows the percentage of 
positive reviews for all types of evaluation for the different stages of the evaluation process. 

             Table 1: Percentage of evaluations found satisfactory or better  

For: Stage in Evaluation Process Corporate Project Auto

1. Evaluation purpose and scope 92% 67% 80% 

2. Design and process 64% 53% 57% 

3. Methodology and tools 53% 47% 72% 

4. Evidence of results 56% 50% 75% 

5. Analysis and conclusions 72% 38% 55% 

6. Recommendations 92% 62% 63% 

41. Establishing the evaluation purpose and scope is the strongest stage overall and very 
consistently good in corporate evaluations. The judgments on the design and process for 
evaluations were very positive on the clarity of the terms of reference but were much 
weaker on other aspects. For corporate evaluations, there was frequently insufficient 
information to provide a rating on the links to stakeholders. There was also insufficient 
information on the professional background and affiliation of the evaluation teams.  In 
corporate and especially project evaluations, the resources were frequently found to be 
inadequate to achieve the evaluation objectives. 

42. The methodology and tools and evidence of results were the weakest aspects of 
corporate evaluations and weak in project evaluations too (though generally good in auto-
evaluations).  The weakness on methodology was partly real and partly because many 
corporate and project evaluation reports devoted inadequate attention to describing 
methodology. There were also concerns about the quality of the evidence presented, 
especially sources. The weakest aspect of both project and auto-evaluations sampled was 
the depth of analysis in deriving conclusions – negative ratings in 77 percent and 70 percent 
of cases respectively. Evaluation recommendations were also rated positively overall, 
although for corporate evaluations, most of the grades assigned were only satisfactory.  All 
types of evaluation showed the following weaknesses: 
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a) a tendency to focus on outputs (short-term), rather than trying to assess 
contribution to outcomes (mediumterm). This was attributed to the 'process 
orientation' of FAO's accountability system (rather than results orientation); 

b) over 60 percent negative ratings on whether there had been an adequate 
gender analysis, despite the fact that gender mainstreaming is an 
organizational priority; and 

c) cost issues (efficiency and effectiveness). This is a notoriously difficult area 
with which other agencies also struggle. Nevertheless, there seems to be an 
acceptance in the Evaluation Service that cost issues are a standard part of 
terms of reference but are not fulfilled. 

43. Use made of evaluation: It was found that evaluation in FAO fulfils both an 
accountability and a learning function but particular emphasis is placed upon evaluation’s 
forward-looking role, an emphasis supported by the IEE.  Interviewees confirmed 
unanimously that corporate evaluations were useful and necessary, but could be made 
significantly greater use of. A few observed that the main demand and supply for evaluation 
is as a confirming mechanism, helping to steer work already on a good course, and some 
stated that course changes can be stigmatised as a sign of bad performance, instead of a 
desirable ability to learn and adapt. 

44. Seventy-three percent of FAO Members responding to a survey agreed that “the 
evaluation function in FAO contributes to good governance by providing Permanent 
Representatives with information that is adequate, professional and trustworthy.” However, 
members of the Programme Committee and the Finance Committee affirmed that neither of 
those Governing Bodies uses the findings of evaluations in making decisions on the overall 
strategic direction of the Organization and resource allocation – and that, in principle, they 
think they should. With the exception of the Evaluation of FAO’s Decentralization, the 
same appears to be true at Senior Management level, concerning resource allocation 
between Departments or Divisions. 

45. Three14 of the eight corporate evaluations sampled (and one auto-evaluation) 
stimulated a significant degree of course change - including prioritisation and/or 
cancellation of activities resource allocation and administrative procedures.  None has yet 
stimulated fundamental revision of strategic direction. Factors cited as having a negative 
influence on the Organization's ability to learn and improve as a result of evaluations 
included a hierarchical and defensive organizational culture, exacerbated by declining 
resources.

46. Staff interviewed also largely confirmed the findings of a review, conducted by the 
Evaluation Service, of the first year's experience of auto-evaluation. A high proportion15 of 
staff participants found it helpful as a tool for learning, though the depth of learning is 
higher with better performing programmes. Senior staff find it more useful than junior and 
it has been more successful in gaining staff input than feedback from partners and 
beneficiaries. Some informants specifically mentioned under-used potential of auto-
evaluations for motivating staff, fostering ownership and building team or group consensus. 
The link to management decision-making, however, remains weak. Presentation of auto-
evaluations to the Governing Body provides an incentive to showcase results. However, the 
Programme Committee specifically decided not to use the reports in priority-setting, 
because that would detract from their role in learning and improvement. Thus, the potential 

                                                     
14 Independent Evaluation of SPFS, Evaluation of Strategy A3 (Emergencies) and Evaluation of Livestock 
Policy, Production and Information. 
15 80% in both the IEE sample and the PBEE review. 
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of auto-evaluation for organizational improvement needs to be further developed through its 
integration into a functional Results-Based Management System.  

47. Use of project evaluations is very mixed. There is clear evidence that some are 
used for improved elaboration of follow-on phases of a project, but not for informing 
decisions on similar projects or for evidence and diagnosis of more systemic problems in 
the Organization, except where they have been aggregated into a corporate evaluation. 
Projects that have been evaluated were always recommended by the evaluation for 
continuation even if the evaluation had strong reservations on their performance, which 
raised questions about the quality of the evaluations and the logical flow in decision-
making.

48. The key factors and contextual conditions mentioned by informants as critical to the 
level of acceptance and use of evaluations were: credibility of the Team Leader and the 
evaluation team (technical competence, process skills, political weight and broad 
acceptability, and visible independence from management); the supporting role of 
Evaluation Staff in the team; the timing of the evaluation to coincide with a key decision-
making moment; external pressure for change, especially from members; internal 
constituency for change, including the willingness of immediate managers to develop a 
positive management response and the engagement of senior management.  

49. Institutional arrangements: Combination of evaluation, audit and, sometimes, 
inspection into one internal oversight office is quite common amongst the specialised and/or 
smaller UN agencies16 but is not favoured by a number of funds and/or larger agencies17 and 
by the multilateral development banks. Examination of the performance of evaluation in 
these joint arrangements was found by the IEE to be disappointing. The essential 
differences between the two functions lie in reporting lines, transparency and purpose. 
Evaluation is essentially forward-looking. It emphasises learning as a basis for improving 
accountability and encourages informed risk-taking. Audit may examine input-output 
relationships in value for money and is complementary to evaluation in assuring risk 
management through compliance with procedures. When evaluation is partnered with 
oversight mechanisms, the learning function is inhibited, because evaluators are more 
frequently than not viewed as ‘enforcers’ and it is difficult to maintain the same levels of 
transparency and openness. In FAO, the direct line of reporting and responsiveness of 
evaluation to the Governing Bodies would also be reduced by such an arrangement in an 
internal oversight office. Consistent with the 2003 decision of the Governing Bodies, none 
of the key informants nor the team evaluating the evaluation function could see benefit in 
FAO placing evaluation and audit in the same office. 

50. Evaluation Service staff are generally not perceived as independent, although the 
majority of informants among both staff and the Governing Bodies found their participation 
in an externally led team valuable, and, in larger and more complex cases, essential. While 
broadly endorsing the trend for in-house evaluation staff to spend more time managing and 
less time conducting evaluations, the evaluation of the evaluation function found that the 
current 40-50 percent of time that staff spend actually taking part in evaluations reduces the 
risk of de-skilling and increases their ability to communicate findings for organizational 
learning.

51. The institutional credibility of evaluation depends heavily on the extent to which it 
is perceived as independent and impartial, which is partly determined by location in the 
organizational structure.  Other important factors include: the credibility of individual team 
leaders; the extent of stakeholder involvement and the quality of the information base and 

                                                     
16 e.g. WHO, UNESCO, UNFPA, but not ILO or UNIDO. 
17 e.g. UNDP, IFAD, WFP and UNICEF. 
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analysis. In FAO, the evaluation function forms part of both the Governing Body oversight 
and learning systems and the secretariat learning, which are interdependent (organizational 
learning should improve accountability and the need to be accountable can stimulate 
organizational learning). However, there is also a tension between the two. The evaluation 
of the evaluation function thus considered two main options for the institutional 
arrangements. The first was to maintain the existing location and try to increase 
independence by other means. The challenge, in this case, was to identify those means 
given that the arrangement has already been found sub-optimal. The second option was to 
locate the Evaluation Service with independence from management. The challenge, in this 
latter case, was to ensure: a) that contact between the evaluation function and staff remained 
frequent and of high quality to prevent isolation and ensure support to institutional learning 
and decision-making; and b) that evaluation remained fully responsive to the needs of 
management.

52. Consistent with the direction of previous Governing Body decisions, an 
overwhelming majority of FAO Members responding to a survey, many staff and the 
external peer reviewers considered that the value of FAO’s evaluation function would be 
significantly increased if it were accorded considerably greater independence of location, 
reporting lines and financial resources. The weight of emerging thinking on evaluation best 
practice and research results lends strong support to this option, already implemented in the 
development banks, IFAD and, to a great extent, in UNDP.   

53. Conclusion: The IEE concluded that the use, quality and institutional reach of 
evaluation in FAO compares favourably to other specialised UN agencies and is reasonably 
good, compared with all UN agencies.  It is ‘mature’ with over 20 years’ experience. That 
maturity is reflected in the Evaluation Service staff, the range of types of evaluation carried 
out, the quality of many of those evaluations (especially at corporate level), the size of the 
evaluation programme and in the level of independence achieved so far.  The Evaluation 
Service is performing a positive and essential function and has been very innovative over 
the last four years, introducing new types of evaluation to respond to the changing context. 
The quality of corporate evaluations is generally more consistent than the quality of other 
types of evaluation, especially project evaluations. Limitations and difficulties need to be 
overcome, including in evaluation staff and team selection and recruitment, if evaluation is 
to have the impact on institution-wide learning in programming and strategy implicit in the 
purposes for which it is intended and if it is to reach the standards now agreed within the 
UN system. 

54. A recent study of evaluation systems in OECD-DAC agencies18 states that: “The 
legitimacy and credibility of evaluation rely on its objectiveness and critical distance from 
policy makers and managers”. The Evaluation Cooperation Group of the Multilateral 
Development Banks classifies this ‘independence’ of evaluation into four types: 
organizational, behavioural, protection from external influence and avoidance of conflicts of 
interest19. Further, organizational development theory suggests that the effectiveness of an 
evaluation system for learning purposes depends principally on the ‘quality’ of the products 
produced by the system and the level of ‘acceptance’ of those products within the 
organization. FAO’s Members have placed increasing importance on the demonstration of 
development effectiveness and evidence-based resource allocations. The experience of the 
World Bank, IFAD and UNDP indicates that this is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve 
without the investments required to build a truly ‘world class’ evaluation office.   

                                                     
18 DAC Network on Development Evaluation, 2004, Evaluation Systems in DAC Members' Agencies: A study 
based on DAC Peer Reviews, Item IV. 
19 IEG Guidelines for Global and Regional Programme Reviews, 2007. 
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55. The IEE recommended20 that “FAO’s evaluation function should be made 
independent, continuing the line already set by the Governing Bodies in 2003. Institutional 
arrangements for this should be such as to ensure the responsiveness of the evaluation office 
to the needs of both the Governing Bodies and management. This would also enable easier 
integration of the evaluation functions of the three Rome-based agencies, should this be 
agreed upon at a later date.”  

56. It recommended: 
a) “Establishment of the Evaluation Office as a separate office, with a strong 

consultative link to management and reporting to the Council through the 
Programme Committee; 

b) establishment of a small expert evaluation panel to provide advice to the 
Governing Bodies on evaluation policy and standards; 

c) the head of evaluation should prepare rolling multi-annual evaluation plans, 
maintaining the 'demand-led' principle to ensure that evaluation meets the 
immediate needs of the Governing Bodies and management, while at the 
same time ensuring coverage of different areas of work and that no 
significant body of work escapes independent evaluation in the medium term 
and areas of greatest risk are evaluated. The plans would be reviewed and 
approved by the Governing Bodies after appropriate consultation, including 
with management;

d) the evaluation budget, once voted by the Governing Bodies, would be 
allocated directly to the Evaluation Office. To ensure continued flexibility in 
responding to management needs, a percentage (possibly 15 percent) of the 
biennial evaluation budget should be set aside in a reserve to respond to 
unprogrammed and unforeseen requirements; 

e) the classification of the position of the head of the Evaluation Office should 
be reviewed to ensure it is classified on a par with the heads of evaluation in 
those other UN agencies with a mature evaluation function. S/he should be 
appointed by the Governing Bodies, following an open competitive process 
and screening by a panel including independent evaluation specialists, 
representatives of FAO management and the Governing Bodies. The Head of 
Evaluation would be appointed for a fixed term21 and not be eligible for other 
appointments in FAO for a suitable period after completion of this 
assignment. S/he would have the sole responsibility for appointment of staff 
and consultants, following open and competitive processes and as authorized 
by Governing Bodies;  

f) the Evaluation Office should have a formal advisory role on: i) programme 
priorities in the light of overall evaluation results; ii) development of Results- 
Based Management Systems that feed monitoring and evaluation, including 
auto-evaluation; and iii) providing lessons learned in and to knowledge 
networks”;

g) “Evaluation Budget and Resources. Core evaluation plans approved by the 
Governing Bodies should be funded adequately. In line with best practice 
amongst the most mature evaluation services in the UN system22, independent 
evaluation budget targets should be set at one percent of the Organization’s 
regular budget for independent corporate evaluation, and 0.3 percent for 
periodic independent thematic impact assessments. Further, FAO should 
maintain its leadership in requiring a mandatory contribution, amounting to 

                                                     
20 Recommendations 7.10 and 7.11 - “FAO: The Challenge of Renewal” - Report of the Independent External 
Evaluation of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, September 2007. 
21 Practice in IFAD and UNDP suggests that four to six years, renewable once, might be appropriate. 
22 See IFAD, UNDP and UNICEF. 
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approximately one percent of the value of each extra-budgetary contribution, 
for evaluation purposes;” and

h) “The Evaluation Service should continue to assign highest priority to 
strategic, corporate-level evaluation and continue to assure full evaluation of 
extra-budgetary programmes, in line with the new regime approved by the 
Council in June 2007.”  

57. It also recommended that evaluation should focus more attention on outcomes and 
impacts, with less description of outputs, undertake more comparison with the performance 
of other organizations and strengthen procedures for the transparent selection of evaluation 
team members. 

V.  EVALUATION PROGRAMME OF THE ORGANIZATION 
The 2006-07 Programme of Completed Evaluations 

58. All evaluation reports and, where available, the management response can be found 
on the FAO Evaluation website: http://www.fao.org/pbe/pbee/en/index.html

59. Evaluations for consideration by the Governing Bodies: During the 2006-07 
biennium, the following major evaluations were presented to the Governing Bodies through 
the Programme Committee.  For each of these evaluations, the full report is available on the 
FAO evaluation website, together with the management response to the evaluation and the 
reactions of the Programme Committee:   

a) Evaluation of Strategy D2:  Conservation, Rehabilitation and Development of 
Environments at the Greatest Risk (evaluation brief 8); 

b) Multilateral Evaluation of the 2003-2005 Desert Locust Control Campaign- 
Toward a more Effective Response to Desert Locusts and Their Impacts on 
Food Security, Livelihoods and Poverty (evaluation brief 9); 

c) Evaluation of TeleFood (evaluation brief 10); 
d) Evaluation of FAO’s Work in Commodities and Trade (evaluation brief 11); 
e) Real-Time Evaluation of the FAO Emergency and Rehabilitation Operations 

in Response to the Indian Ocean Earthquake and Tsunami (evaluation brief 
12); and 

f) Independent Evaluation of the Workings of the International Plant Protection 
Convention and its Institutional Arrangements (evaluation brief 13). 

60. Development projects and partnership programme evaluations: A table 
summarising the individual project evaluations undertaken by independent missions during 
2006-07 is provided as Annex I.  Major evaluations included: 

a) Improving Support for Livelihoods of the Rural Poor -FAO/DFID Livelihood 
Support Programme GCP/INT/803/UK (completed April 2007); 

b) The Sustainable Fisheries Livelihoods Programme (SFLP) GCP/INT/735/UK 
(completed June 2007); and 

c) Second Evaluation of the FAO/Netherlands Partnership Programme II 
(scheduled for completion December 2007) – FNPP/GLO/004/NET. 

61. Emergency and rehabilitation: 
a) The First Real-Time Evaluation of FAO’s Work on Highly Pathogenic Avian 

Influenza (completed June 2007); and 
b) FAO’s Emergency and Rehabilitation Assistance in the Greater Horn of 

Africa 2004-2007 (scheduled for completion November 2007). 
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62. Evaluation of FAO’s effectiveness in individual countries: These evaluations 
analyse the total relevance, outcomes and impacts of FAO’s work, including for 
emergencies in a few selected countries. A synthesis of these evaluations will form part of 
the assessment of FAO’s effectiveness at country level to be presented to the Programme 
Committee in May 2008: 

a) FAO Cooperation in Mozambique (completed June 2006); 
b) FAO Cooperation in Sierra Leone (completed April 2007);  
c) FAO Cooperation in Cambodia (completed November 2007); and 
d) FAO Cooperation in Honduras (scheduled for completion December 2007). 

Major Evaluations Programmed for 2008-09 

63. Reports for consideration by the Programme Committee: In addition to the 
evaluations programmed below, further evaluations will be decided in the light of IEE 
follow-up:

a) FAO’s Effectiveness at Country Level; 
b) The statistics work of FAO: A comprehensive evaluation of the totality of 

FAO's work in statistics, with a special focus on FAOSTAT; 
c) Food and nutrition information systems (jointly with WFP); 
d) Corporate strategy B, Strategic Objective B.1, International instruments 

concerning food, agriculture, fisheries and forestry, and the production, safe 
use and fair exchange of agriculture, fishery and forestry goods;  and 

e) FAO’s Operational Capacity in Emergencies. 

64. Country evaluations: Three to four evaluations during the biennium probably 
including the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Tajikistan and Sudan. 

65. Emergency and rehabilitation evaluation:

a) Response to the Earthquake in Pakistan 
b) Tsunami Ex-Post 
c) Second Real-Time Evaluation of FAO’s Work on Highly Pathogenic Avian 

Influenza

VI. EVALUATION BRIEFS - MAJOR EVALUATIONS 

8.  Evaluation of FAO’s Strategic Objective D2: on conservation, rehabilitation and 
 development of environments at the greatest risk 

9.  Multilateral Evaluation of the 2003-2005 Desert Locust Campaign 

10.  Evaluation of TeleFood 

11.  Evaluation of FAO’s Work in Commodities and Trade 

12.  Real-Time Evaluation of the FAO Emergency and Rehabilitation Operations in 
 Response to the Indian Ocean Earthquake and Tsunami 

13.  Independent Evaluation of the Workings of the International Plant Protection 
 Convention and its Institutional Arrangements 
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Evaluation of FAO strategic 
objective D2: on conservation, 
rehabilitation and 
development of environments 
at the greatest risk

The FAO Strategic Framework 2000-2015 identhe FAO Strateg ntiwork 2000 fi es fi five major corporate vefi
e followed by the Organization.  Corporate strategy D,strategies to be on.  Corpod by the O
nd Enhancing Sustainable use of the Natural Resource Base”, “Conserving an e of the Nancing Sust
two strategic objectives: D1 “Integrated Management of is broken down into tw 1 “Integratrategic ob

es, Forest and Genetic Resources” and D2 “Conservation,Land, Water, Fisherie sources” aorest and G
 Development of Environments at the Greatest Risk”.Rehabilitation and D ments at thelopment o

, the Programme Committee commissioned an evaluation to In May 2003, t ee commrogramme 
whether FAO response to strategic objective D2 had been adequate, andexamine whet ategic objeFAO respon

ake recommendations on the design, implementation, results and follow-up of to make sign, implemmendations o
related activitrel tivities.

Evaluators used the Agenda 21 dedevaluators used the Agend fi of fragile ecosystems (i.e. deserts, semi- nition ofi
arid lands, mountains, wetlands, small islands and certain coastal areas) as a basismall islandarid lands, mountains, wetlan
for looking at FAO work on “environments at the greatest risk”.   For each of these nvironmentfor looking at FAO work o

ooked at FAO work in: 1) monitoring and assessing; 2)at FAO wecosystems, evaluators loo
 3) promoting sustainable development; 4) and partnership omoting sucapacity development; 3

mechanisms.
nt covers t theThe assessment fi ix years of the Strategic Framework (2000- rst sixfi

esenting thehe2005), represen fi of FAO’s action. rst phase ofi

Evaluation of FAO 
strategic objective 

D2

Findings

The most important fi of the evaluation related to the validity of D2 as ndings offi
ective for FAO.  Evaluators found that while it a free standing strategic obje

O to devote attention to the problems of fragileis certainly relevant for FAO
e addressed through a more inclusive approach withinecosystems, they would best be a

e organization.  the major programmes of the o

There are conceptual constraints to FAO delivery of D2. Distinctions between
systems and any others are becoming increasingly diffragile ecosystems fiff cult to make based fi

e simple geographical terms of mountain zones, drylands, and coastal and on the si
rine ecosystems used in D2.  Parts of each of these systems are relatively robust, marin
ile highly sensitive parts of other ecosystems are not taken into account by this whi

atial despa finition. fi
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Findings cont. There are operational constraints to FAO delivery of D2. AO  To be
ments requirework on D2 would have to clearly differentiate why D2 enverentiate environm

nt m other develodifferent strategies from other ecosystems, or are differentems, o elopmentent from 
challenges, which has not been the cacase.

FAO performance in terms of defi ning and leading the D2-related agenda was very 
modest. ed ind dispersed, an Activities related to D2 have been diversD2 have and varierse, and d

e evidence at FAO showality, relevance and impact.  The evaluation fouqualit t.  The e wed littleound that
pability and had the technrategic leadership in D2 areas, even where of strat D2 areas, nical capae they ha

anding.prior stan

Much of FAO’s comparative advantage in working on D2 related issues iselated issuin workin
nt on the individual professional capabilities of a small number of changing dependent individua mall numbal capabil

staff. 

The D2 strategic objective has received a minor share of FAO resources,
mainly through TCP funds.  Links between FAO Strategic Objectives and resource ly through TCP fu ategic Objs between
allocations were made explicit follocations were made for the first time in the Medium Term Plan 2002-07, the Mediu rfifi
when D2 was ranked second to last of all strategic objectives, receiving three percentwhen D2 was ranked ic objectivd to last of

me resources. The proportion rose slightly in the following Plans. of Regular Programme on rose slources. The
nt of extra-budgetary projects implemented by FAO were related Around four percent ects implemextra-budge

to the objective.

Of the four evaluation components, the strongest delivery was in the development e strongest
onitoring and methodologies, primarily in the context of broader resourceof monito arily in theand methodolog

assessments, management approaches, guidelines and information products.  Thereass s, guidelinents, management app
was some capacity building, though not set in a D2 context.  The promotion of not set in some capacity building, th
sustainable development was also noted, and a limited number of rehabilitation noted, andsustainable development was
activities, but there was little to be distinguished from more generic action.  Support be distinguiactivities, but there was little

ternational conventions and programmes was also noted.ional convefor Agenda 21 and for inte



Recommendations

D2 related work
valuation and the realisation of environmental 
values by local communities should be given greater 
emphasis and extended across a wider range of 
FAO activities, drawing on applications used in 
other agencies.

Projects with environmental and sustainable 
development themes should be longer in 
duration. m FAO Technical CooperationShort-term F eration
Programme (TCP) projects should not be used for mme (TCP) project used for 
this unless they are pilot activities with very strongunless they are pilot act ery stron
assurances of up-scaling, or there is a certainty that rances of up-scaling, or th ertainty t
full requirements can be met within the projectrequirements can be met w he projec
cycle. FAO should be much more rigorous in its ex-e. FAO should be much m gorous in
ante analyses to ensure these condit analyses to ensure these ditions.

FAO should defi ne specifi c and effective 
criteria and measures for the stewardship of 
important fragile agro-ecological systems aand 

ng sustainable and effective livelihoofor developing sustainable and effective ood 
apable of being applied to meet approaches, capable of being applied to t future

ajor system and local action challenges at major system and local ac n levels. 
ng on respective Working with partners, and agreeing respective

ould be troles, an integrated approach shou e taken
in sn setting major goals, defi ng advocacy issues,  ning a cacy issues, fi
investment needs and management approaches.stment needs and mana ent approaches

n

FAO comparative advantages for working with 
D2 issues should be identihould b fied and used in measuring d and ufi
performance and determining appropriate prioritiesapproppe  and de

d responses. FAO should develop areas where elop areand . FAO s
hows leadership, and where it does not build does noit sho ship, and

pacity among others.  Processes should bees shouup cap g other
established for pioneering concepts, testing andtesting aestablish neering 
scaling up, negotiating and developing partnerships,partnerscaling up ng and d
and transferring skills and responsibilities for longer s for lond transfe and resp
term engagement. The Evaluation Team concludedoncluded engagem Evaluatio
that while FAO engagement in D2 issues is vevery while FAO ent in D
important and will remain sant and w so, there is no specifi c 
advantage in maintaining a separate D2 
objective as currently structured.  The functions s as curre tured.  T
of D2 should be absorbed into the broader aims d be abso o the bro
of FAO through a more comprehensive andugh a mor ehensive a
operationally effective restructuring of its strategicffective r ng of its s
objectives.

FAO needs an operational framework for 
issues related to fragile ecosystems. der  In ord
to provide FAO and its partners a framews partner work in
which to define priorities, goals and indicatoes, goals a tors, fi
an approach needs to be developed which pudevelope puts 
production, resources, vulnerability and risk innerability nto 
context from global to local levels. Opportunitielevels. Op ies 
should be sought for donor support and developupport an ping
strong partnerships for implementation.entation.

ree with the Evaluation Team on the The Peeer Review did not agree with the Evaluation Team on the importantEvaluation
ective dedicated to fragquestioon of whether a strategic objective dedicated to fragile ecosystems should 

ork.  It considebe retaained in FAO’s Strategic Framework.  It considered that the objective adds 
monstratevisibility y and enhances FAO’s ability to demonstrate the connection between

ng witfood secucurity and the environment, in keeping with the Millennium Development
21. Goals and d the recommendations of Agenda 21.  The Review agreed with the

other evaluauation conclusions and recommendations.  It stressed the need for 
more precise ta o o o e targeting and better use of FAO’s comparative advantages.  It also 

levlevlevels.recommended propromoting the ecosystem approach at a range of operative lev

Peer review
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Management
response to the 

evaluation
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  Bodies' conclusionss' conc
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  Committee)mmitte
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Management welcomed the evaluation report, stating that it contained usetion rep sefulthat it c
findings and recommendations that would improve performance in bothat wo both ve perfofi
the Regular and Field Programmes. It agreed with all recommendatiommes. It onsh all rec

except that it had strong reservations regarding the recommendation that thregardi he D2 ommend
objective should be absorbed into the broader aims of FAO. It felt that retaining thethe broa etaining tf FAO. It
strategic objective would enhance the ability of the Organization to direct its humane the abi ct its humOrganizat
and financial resources toward issues which are taking on greater global importancessues w al importking on grfi
and visibility.  It also stated that retaining the D2 objective would strengthen FAO’san at retaini engthen Fobjective 

rtnership with international partn al fi cial institutions and bilateral agencies in mobilizing  nanc ncies in mns and bifi
rces.resour

T Programme Committee foundhe mme Com nd
hat the report provided a franktha report pro nk Tassessment of the work covera ment of th ered

in this area over the past in th ea over the p fi ve yearsrs, but fi
that some of the critical ome of the critic fi ndings ccouldfi
have been better substantiated. It agreedave been better subs d. It agreed
with the FAO Management anwith the FAO Manage and the

e-formulated Strategic Framework should continue to featurePeer Review that a re mework smulated Str
e directed at fragile ecosystems. The Committee welcomeda strategic objective d tems. The cted at frag

tention to develop a coordinated overall strategy to address D2. management’s inten inated oven to develo
hould give priority to FAO’s role in promoting policy dialogue at theThe strategy sho role in prgive priority 

vel, bringing together the diverse government departments concerned.country level, rse governging together
ther essential feature of the strategy would be capacity building to support both Another gy would btial feature of th

national policy development and implementation. It agreed that longer durationnat ementatiopolicy development a
projects should be sought in D2-related areas.ated areasjects should be sought in 
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Multilateral evaluation of the 
2003-2005 desert locust control 
campaign

Countering locust emergencies has been an important role of FAO sinceo ust emerg role of FAbeen an i
951 when the Desert Locust Control Committee (DLCC) was established. 19 the Dese (DLCC) wControl Co
AO coordinates Desert Locust forecasting based on reports receivedFA rdinates D on reporst forecas

ional locust units and weather information, and in the case of an outbreak from natio cust units n the caseer informa
dinates an international response.  Specicoordina n internatio se.  Specifific services provided by FAO to combat providedfi

desert locust upsurges include: a forum for discussing policies, strategies, and plans; dese ust upsurges policies, storum for d
gathering of information for regular bulletins and early warnings; strengthening ering of informatio ly warningular bulleti
national locust control units and promoting collaboration at the regional level;ational locust control oration at nd promot
declaring Desert Locust emergencies, organizing international assistance and providingdeclaring Desert Locus nternationrgencies, o

other support for control actechnical advice and o activities. support fo

F dinated the Desert Locust Campaign of 2003-2005 in response to anAO coordin Campaign d the Deser
rge in the Western region of the Sahel.  The Campaign was carried outupsurge he Sahel.  Te Western r

by affected countries, donors working directly with affected countries, donors by a rking directed countries, do
working through FAO, Desert Locust Commissions and technical and operationalwo Commissthrough FAO, Desert
units of FAO itself.  The total cost of the campaign is estimated at US$ 400 million, of f the camps of FAO itself.  The total 
which US$ 280 million were used for control operations and US$ 90 million for foodfor controwhich US$ 280 million were 
assistance and rehabilitation of communities affected by the upsurge.  Most funding ommunitieassistance and rehabilitation

ns was provided by the affected countries, especially Algeria,provided bfor the control operations 
an Arab Jamahiriya. b JamahiriyMorocco and the Libyan

aluation of the Campaign was proposed at the extraordinary of the CamA multilateral evalua
esert Locust Control Committee in December 2004, with the cust Controsession of the Dese

f assessing the campaign in its entirety (i.e. the effectiveness and impactsthe campaign objective of ass
e work by all parties).  The evaluation was funded from extra-budgetary l parties).  The evalof the wor

resources, carried out by an independent team and overseen by a Steering carried out by an indepenres
Committee with representation from all partner countries and donors.  The mmittee with representation from
FAO Evaluation Service provided secretariat and methodological support to the AO Evaluation Service provided se
inindependent team.

D ered that they were not adequately informed by FAOonors generally consider
 undertaken to address the Desert Locust invasion. on the actions to be u

tributions arrived relatively late and affected countries The bulk of contrib
of the control operations would have been reduced, and thebelieved that costs of th

the locust invasions more limited, had interventions started earlier. Thisimpact of the locu
g been said, a combination of effective control operations, especially the aerialhaving be

trol undertaken by Algeria and Morocco, and poor locust breeding conditions contr
wing to unusually cool weather resulted in an early end to the emergency.  This, theowi
aluation emphasized, could not have occurred without the substantial assistance to eva
untries and prevented further threats to livelihoods.cou
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Findings cont. 
Invasions contribute heavily to the degradation of socio-economic conditions of 
affected communities and an estimated eight million people in the Sahel suffe o ed eight ffered toople in th
varying degrees from the Desert Locust invasions. However, Livelihood pro on ocust inv rotectionwever, L
and rehabilitation were largely overlooked in the campaign.  The extent oerlooked of thempaign.  T
negative impact on food security and livelihoods was attributed in part ty and liv to the as attribu
primary focus of control campaigns on the regions with high agricultur ential topr paigns on ural potens with hi

e detriment of more marginal and pastoral areas, sometimes alread cted by the d ginal and ady affecteas, some
ght.  In these areas, locust further threatened livelihoods throudrough ocust furt ough:ned liveli

s of crops and past• loss astures;
ration for grazing by pastoralists and ensuing tension bet pastoralists and• migra ing by pa etween pnd ensuing
ers;farme
re food shortages, in• severe hortages, flation of food prices and falling s for livestock;ng prices food pricfl

uction in non-food expenditures to face the rise in costs (clothing, social • reduc non-food n food cores to fac
xpenditures, travel, and in some cases health and sc g).exp ures, trave schooling)me cases h

Another area of concern was theher area of conce e effects of pesticides on human health, livestock 
and the environment.  Although, this was given con ble attention in the onsiderablegh, this wa
Campaign, the measures taken were not always ad e and instances of humanCampaign, the measur adequate en were no

and negative environmenta s were recorded in some and animal poisoning tal effects negative en
nt Protection Services staff ers who participated in thecountries.  Most Plant ff memberotection Se

ntrol operations did not und holinesterase tests beforeDesert Locust cont ndergo chooperations 
e campaign, and the negative e on their health could not bethe start of the ca e effects onaign, and th

d. Pesticide stocks may represen stantial disposal problem in the near determined. P ent a substde stocks m
e (more than 6.3 million litres of pes were left over after the campaign). future (m esticides whan 6.3 million l

In the wake of the invasions, signiIn t ake of the invasions, s fi cant rs of empty pesticide containers were nt numbersfi
not collected and plastic containers p  to handle pesticides were used for provided tcollected and plastic cont
dodomestic purposes. 

nd that all affected countries made enormoust staff in alWhile the evaluation foun
ed unde conditions to limit the impact of the Desert er harsh coefforts and often worked

level ofLocust invasion, the lev  preparedness of affected countries was insuffiff  cient. fi
were gener le to launch timely, effective control operationserally unableSahel countries wer

damage to c astures. The substantial costs incurred by theo crops and pasto minimize dam
ted countries we  by national budgets and resulted in fewer s were not foreseen affected co

available resourc development activities.esources for other national ava

Thehe evaluation team concluded t in the future the frequency and impact of that 
D her reduced, provided effective action is taken onDesert Locust invasions can be furth
recommendations. 



Recommendations

FAO

recommendations are designed to address
weaknesses in FAO operational effiff  ciency, including:fi

•  the concerned FAO units should better 
prepare for emergency situations by establishing
categories of emergencies, a roster of experts, and d 
working more closely with donors to understand clos d 
and plan for the relief- rehabilitation- developmer the relief ment 
continuumm;

•  FAO should establish procurement methAO should establish thods 
more consonant with Locust emergency nee consonant with Locus needs
and delegate authority to the lowest possible level.delegate authority to the ssible le
There should be one manager clearly responsibleere should be one manager respons
for operations.  If it is not possible for FAO tooperations.  If it is not pos or FAO 
provide improved emergency management, mostvide improved emergency agement
operational responsibilities should be outsourcedtional responsibilities operational responsibilities should be out
nd;and;

he staff handling Desert Locusts should be •  the staff handling Desert Locusts sh
increased.

Research
should be undertaken on improvingMore research should be undertaken o mproving

trol techniquesDesert Locust monitoring and contro echniques
ogies, betthrough the use of new technologie better 

understanding of Desert Locust populaunderstanding of Desert Locust ulation
dynamics, and determining the overall impact on mics, and determining t verall impact o
the economies of the countries affected by Desertmies of thethe economies of the countries affected by De

t invasions.Locust in

This evaluation was multi-lateral, addressing not onlyateral, auation w
the activities of FAO, but also those of affected lso thoties of 
countries, Desert Locust organizations and donors.ganizatioDesert 

International collaboration
evaluation stressed the links betweenetweenThe ev ressed 

Desert Locust recession, the pre-emergency andergencyDesert L ession, t
emergency phases.  Donors were found to haved to havmergenc Donors 
given generously to the campaign.  Interest is there,est is then gener he campa
but must be solicited in a more timely mannnner must be n a more
and channelled effectively, including strengthehening hannelled y, includi
capacity for monitoring and pre-emptive contrtrol y for mon d pre-em
measures. They urged donors and affected countntriess. They u ors and af
not to consider a Desert Locust emergency assider a D cust emer
a unique, stand-alone, event and to maintain and-alone nd to mai
preparedness.

Desert Locust emergency responses should fully st emerg onses sho
incorporate livelihoods protection and restoral. ihoods p and resto

The Desert Locust Control Committee shouldcust Con mittee sho
be transformed from an essentially techm an esse chnical 
committee into a mechanism in which all partieschanism all parties
(affected countries, donors and FAO) deteonors and termine
their coordinated work programmes.program

The Commission de Lutte contre le Criqueutte contr uet 
Pèlerin dans la Région Occidentale should alsoidentale s o
be strengthened so as to play a more importanty a more t
role in the Western Sahel Region, working with gion, work
the Maghreb countries to develop an appropriatlop an app te 
action plan and legal framework for joint use of tfor joint u the 
existing control capacity.

Affected Countries
Contingency plans should be developed d at
national, regional and international levels for locusts for locus
monitoring and control.  The costs of conntrol 
campaigns should be better studied to ideentify
the reasons for the high costs of Desert LLocust 
control operations in certain countries. AAffected
countries should give attention to both high and
low production areas, take steps to compply with
environmental and health standards in the e use 
of pesticides, and make arrangements for a a safer 
distribution and recovery of pesticide containainers.
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Management response 
to the evaluation 

AO Governingverning FA
Bodies' conclusionsconclu B
 (Programmeamme
 Committee)mittee

References
rol Campaign Summary PC 97/4 c).03-2005 Desert Locust ControMultultilateral Evaluation for the 20

  Availailable a ep/fao/meeting/011/j8246e.pdft: ftp://ftp.fao.org/docre
c) Sup.1.Managemement’s response. PC 97/4 

8246e.pdfep/fao/meeting/011/j8246  Available at: ftat: ftp://ftp.fao.org/docre
n of theReport of the Ninety-snety-sixth Session gramme Committee. Rome, 20-25 November 2006. CL 131-12.Programm

meeting/011/j8493e.pdfep/fao/meet  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.oro.org/docre
97/4 d).e. PC 9Expanded Management’s resesponse
/meeting/012/j9943e.pdfep/fao/  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/g/docre

of the Programme Committee. Rome, 18-22 June 2007. CL 132-11.sion oReport of the Ninety-seventhh Sess
o/meeting/011/j8493e.pdfep/fao  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/ddocre

Amanagement response was submitted following requests for the bmitted equests 
strengthening of original by the Programme Committee of thehe Progr mmittee
Council. Management welcomed the integration of livelihood omed th on of liv

protection and rehabilitation into Desert Locust campaigns which it consi dDesert sideredpaigns w
a fundamental step forward.  The great majority of recommendations he great recomm
were accepted but it was recognised that the extent of additional Regognised t egular tent of ad
Programme funding which could be allocated to Desert Locust activ was ould be ivities wao Desert
limited.  

The Programme Committeemme Com
found the evaluation analytical e evaluatioTand comprehensive, coveringmprehens g

and important ground in its new a portant gr
amination of locust issues fromexam on of locu m 

the socio-economic, health andt cio-econom d
environmental perspectives.  Invironmental pers  It also 

ovements in the second expan esponse it had requested found major impro anded ress in the se
t.  It recommended that FAO d continue to play thefrom management AO shouldcommende
st early warning, coordinatio esponse and control.  Givenlead role for locus ion of resy warning, 

difthe operational d fiff culties experienced by F this campaign and in theFAO in tulties experfi
onse, the Evaluation Service ked to evaluate the natureTsunami respon e was askethe Evaluat

straints, with a view to stream operations and procedures,of the constra mlining opwith a view
maintaining an acceptable level o t requested FAO to supportwhile main of risk.  It ng an accept

he implementation of evaluation rec ndations made to donors andthe im ecommendmentation of eva
other locust organizations and that maximise the potentials of the UN at FAO mar locust organizations 
common appeal mechanism for lo nd similar emergencies.locust andcommon appeal mechani
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Evaluation of TeleFood

T ished in of food se public 
ssues through the sponsorship of cultural and sport events organizediss e sponso nts organtural and 
round the world.   Proceeds from its fundraising activities are allocated in aro rld.   Pro ties are aits fundra

ety totheir entire financing grassroots-level projects intended to combat hunger andncing gras to combal projectsfi
on. malnutritio

valuation was a follow-up to the July 2005 evaluation on Cross-The eva n was a fo ation on the July 2
nizational Strategy on Communicating FAO’s Messages, which questioned Organiz al Strategy ssages, wunicating F

the added value of TeleFood’s efforts in achieving FAO goals.   The evaluationthe a d value of Te AO goals. fforts in ac
examined TeleFood’s efined TeleFood’s fiff  ciency and effectiveness in:  1) advocating to the general n:  1) advoand effecfi
public FAO’s basic messages on tackling hunger and food insecurity; 2) raising ublic FAO’s basic me nd food ion tackling
money to support the Organization in these strategic goals; and 3) the extent to money to support the ategic goanization in

ects were an effective use of the resources mobilised.which TeleFood proje e of the rewere an ef
nd 2005, 2,068 TeleFood projects were approved for a totalBetween 1997 and projects w05, 2,068 T

794,000, corresponding to a project average of US$ 7,154.  In thevalue of US$ 14,79 a project00, corresp
evaluatiocourse of the eva ion, 323 final reports were reviewed and 25 projects were s were revnfifi

visited.

Evaluation of TeleFood

Findings

Institutional support for TeleFood is on the wane.  Priority given to TeleFood
of the level of attention it receives from senior management, level of atthas declined in terms of

staffiff ts and the comparative share of Regular programme funding the compa ng arrangements fi
it.for the TeleFood unit.

Integration of TeleFood into an overall FAO advocacy and communication 
strategy,  TeleFood has demonstrated its viability in mobilising funds from the od has demonstrateT
public and in public awareness raising in a few countries.  These activities now needin public awareness raising pu
to be fully integrated into a greater FAO institutional communications strategy. e fully integrated into a greater FA
TeleFood, World Food Day, the Ambassador’s Programme and FAO’s mainstream eleFood, World Food Day, the Am
development and emergency work should be fully integrated.  TeleFood events development and emergency work s

are of the causes of hunger, at the international,have not made their audiences awa
multifaceted FAO activities in policy development, national or local levels and of the m

emergency response and fi projects.  They may even give the message that the eld prfi
ood type projects is what is needed to successfully multiplication of small TeleFood fi ght fi

claim of FAO itself.  hunger, which is not the clai

Targeting and performance. Evaluators found that TeleFood projects have not 
particularly focused on poor countries nor have they benebeen par fited the most poor fi

he communities where they took place, although there has been an encouraging in the
phasis on women and children.  It was found that TeleFood projects perform noemp
tter or worse in delivering sustainable benebet fi ts to the poor and malnourished than fi
e average NGO project of this type. Very few community funds, or revolving funds,the
ere put in place at the end of the projects.we
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Findings cont. Transaction costs.  The cost of running TeleFood projects is TeleFoo gular is borne
it at  49% of dProgramme budget of the Organization and evaluators estimn and ev f direct timate it

on technical coopproject funding, compared to the 13% overhead cost on F% overh operation FAO te
e of e given the smdevelopment projects.  The operational workload is exconal wo mall size xcessive 

the projects. 

Comparative advantage. mparativeximise on FAO TeleFood projects do noeFood p AO’s comnot maxi
vantages.  By deadva fi nition, TeleFood projects are not intended to be innovative,eleFood e innovate not intefi

ey cannot really serve as pilots or demonstrations drawing on leading edgeso they e as pilot n leadingnstrations
ogies or approaches. Also they do not make any link between the macro and technolo hes. Also tween theot make a

licy and institutional dimensions and the farming commmeso poli utional di munity.nd the far



Recommendations

TeleFood projects should not be continued as 
separate entities. 

onationFu sed fro
ed to support FAO’s mainstream developmenteam devuse rt FAO

emergency work, which fully meet the criteriameet thand e work, w
dressing the needs of the poor.r.of addr needs o

All FAO advocacy, information, and 
communication activities should be brought 
together into one unit. 
The World Food Day, Ambassador’s programamme World Fo Ambassad
and the TeleFood Unit with its mandate for TeleFoo th its ma
advocacy and fund raising have all been combineedand fund ave all be
in one entity.  However, this still remainedty.  How still rema
separate from the Information Division.  Thism the In Division
institutional break between advocacy, awareness reak betw ocacy, aw
raising, fundraising on one hand and information/sing on o nd inform
communication on the other is not conduciveon the ot t conduciv
to a coherent FAO Communication policy (this O Comm policy (th
institutional merger has since been largely achieved).r has since rgely achie

Communication strategy and branding. 
A clear concise corporate strategy for ate strateg
communication and advocacy should be devecacy shou eloped 
for all FAO activities.  Messages should be simpsages sho mple 
and direct and not restricted to TeleFood projed to TeleF ects 
or the World Food Day theme.  The use of seveme.  The u eral 
brands and logos by FAO diluteses its effiff cacy as a ca afi
communicator. The public branding of TeleFood ing of Tel
should be gradually phased out. All branding shoull branding uld 
be in the name of FAO.

Donors.
Advocacy and fund raising activities should focus onuld focus o
a few carefully selected countries with thee highest
potential for raising funds from the generaral public
and local business sector.  Donors shouldd have 
some measure of opportunity to choose what they
wish their donations to be used for and sshould 
receive information on ongoing work.
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Management response 
to the evaluation 

FAO Governingoverni  F
  Bodies' conclusionss' conc
  (Programmegramm
  Committee)mmitte

References
a).4 aEEvaluation of TeleFood PC 96/4 E
epp/fao/meeting/011/J8214E.pdfcr  AAvailable at:  ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrA
) Sup. 1.Mananagement Response PC 96/4 a)an

.pdfep/fao/meeting/011/J8214e01.p  Availaailable at:  ftp://ftp.fao.org/docraila
mmittee.  Rome, 20-25 November 2006. CL 131/12.n of the Programme CommiReport ofof the Ninety-sixth Sessionof

8493e.pdfep/fao/meeting/011/j8493  Available at:  fat:  ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrat:  f
PC 97/4 d).Expanded Managemengement Response gemen

meeting/012/j9820e.pdfep/fao/mee  Available at:  ftp://ftp.fao.oao.org/docrao.o
f the Programme Committee.  Rome, 18-22 June 2007.  CL 132/11.sion of tReport of the Ninety-seventhnth Sessnth
o/meeting/011/j8493e.pdfep/fao  Available at:  ftp://ftp.fao.orgg/docrg

In its second response to the Governing Bodies, management stressed the Bodies ent stre
importance of the communications aspect of the TeleFood Programme. pect of od Prog
Management stated that TeleFood’s primary focus was in raising public awareness, primary wareness,in raisin

and fundraising was only a “by-product”.  Management estimates for FAO overheads ct”.  Ma overheadestimate
in running TeleFood projects were 13% and not 49% as mentioned in the report.  13% and e report. as menti
Management provided proposals related to advocacy and fund-raising strategies, asrelated t trategies, y and fun
well as measures to improve the targeting of projects and streamlining of procedures.e targeti of procects and s
It did not accept that TeleFood support should be directed towards FAO’s wider It od suppo FAO’s we directe

velopment and emergency programmes, rather than individual TeleFood projects.deve cy progra eleFood her than i

Most Committee Members founo mittee M nd
the expanded management panded m
response satisfactory.  Somonse satisf me,

however, felt the response to be how felt the respo
unconvincing and that it did not funvincing and that fully 
address issues raised especially regardingddress issues raised e y regarding
criteria to guide advocacy and whether criteria to guide advoc d whether

ould continue as separate eTeleFood projects sho entities.continue as
mbers agreed that well designed small-scale projects assisted by While most memb signed smagreed tha

ntribute positively to household food security, others questionedTeleFood can cont ehold foote positive
on’s comparative advantage in this area, noting the high level of the Organization e in this aromparative 

and that many projects did not lead to sustainable beneoverheads an ot lead toat many proj fi ts.fi
me Members also questioned the eSome M e efbers also questi fiff of advocacy efforts to the general  cacy ofi

public.  The Committee called for an advocacy and communication strategy, whichpu n advocacyThe Committee calle
it would review at a future session.  The development of FAO’s advocacy strategy  The deveould review at a future se
to the general public should take account of the outcome of the Independentaccount oo the general public should
External Evaluation of FAO.External Evaluation of FAO
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Evaluation of FAO’s work in 
commodities and trade

FAO work in 
commodities and 

trade

Findings FAO comparative advantage. AO currently houses the world’s largest FA
international body of staff devoted to studying global agricultural commodity l body of staff devotintern
markets and trade.  Its comparative advantage lies in its emphasis onets and trade.  Its comparat

commodities, agricultural activities and policies in smaller developing countries.  It modities, agricultural activities and
is also the only international entity that informs the world about impending food also the only international entity tha
sshortages on a regular basis. 

Limited partnerships. ntry level partnerships for trade and commodities  FAO’s count
tries of Agriculture and have not expanded to includework have remained with Ministr

my, Commerce and Trade or private sector entities, Ministries of Finance, Economy
bigger role than Agriculture in issues, trends and policy which now often play a bigg

ty trade.  FAO also has little contact with NGOs involved inmaking in commodity tr
on commodity and trade issues.advocacy on com

T work of the FAO Trade and Markets Division is geared toward helping he w he FAO T eared towMarkets D
ember countries, particularly developing countries, increase income fromme ountries, p , increasedeveloping

rade in agricultural commodities and participate in international trade tra gricultura n internaties and paT
iations such as those under the World Trade Organization.  Over the lastnegotiat uch as tho anization.e World T

decade, FAO has had to review its basic function and roles in these areas in light of deca AO has had roles in ths basic fun
international trends, in particular the move away from controlled commodity markets national trends, in m controlr the move
and government commodity trading and the increasing globalisation of agriculturalnd government comm asing globarading and
production and trade. production and trade. 

m visited 23 countries and over 25 international institutionsThe evaluation team d over 25ted 23 co
and developed regions.  It carried out extensive interviewsin both developing a t carried odeveloped 

at headquarters, and carried out a questionnaire survey of FAO and assessments at ed out a qadquarters,
tries.  An External Peer Review  panel endorsed the terms of member countrie view  paneAn Externa

as well as the conclusions and recommendations of the evaluation.reference as w recommes the conclu
e evaluation was conducted during a time of signiThe ev ng a time oon was conduc fi cant transformation infi

the Trade and Markets Division structure and work to focus more on analysisthe cture and we and Markets Divisi
of markets and trade than on commodity market monitoring.  Several of themodity mamarkets and trade than on
evaluation recommendations were in fact already being addressed by the end of re in fact aevaluation recommendation
tthe evaluation process.
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The Committee on Commodity Problems and the Intergovernmental Groups.
Evaluators found that these fora for government ofvernmen fiff  cials have become muchave becfi
less relevant to international commodity markets than in the past.  They suggdity mar ggest the pas
experimentation with different structures for the Intergovernmental Group ngctures fo ps, usinggovernm
FAO’s convening capacity to bring together stakeholders from the public rivate g togeth c and priders from
sectors to improve exchange of data and information on commodity m .  f data an markets.  on on co
Another suggestion is that meetings of both groups be held jointly wit CTADAn eetings o ith UNCps be he

d WTO in Geneva, so as to bring country trade representatives to er with theand W to bring togetherade repre
ultural representatives from Rome and commodity specialists f capitals.agricult s from R s from caommodity

Outreach and dissemination of information.  The “OECD/FAO ultural Outlook”O Agricul.  The “O
dered a good example of cooperation and partnerin rts and it waswas consid od exam ring effortperation a
nded that the publication become the recommen at the pub come the flagship of t mmodity marketthe comfl

work of ESC. FAO’s normative policy and trade ac  however, areanalysis w ESC. FAO activities, hve policy a
well known in countries.  This may be because the fo on Ministries of not well wn in count focus is omay be be

Agriculture alone and other appropriate targets are not reached.  Also, only a Agric re alone and ot being ropriate tar
small percentage of documents are published in refere urnals or other frequently percentage of do reed jourare publish
cited formats.  Publication in more credible journals raise the proted formats.  Publicat s would rmore credib file of the  fi
wwork.

Findings cont.



Recommendations

Priority themes. A number of thematic areas s
be selected around which to structure work on
commodity market and trade analysis. This should 
solve some management and coordination problems 
and raise the international profile of FAO’s work.fi

Technical support to member countries should
receive a greater relative proportion of supporgreater relative ort in 
the work programme as opposed to headquarters-ork programme as o uarters-
based activities such as research, servicing meetings d activities such as resea g meetin
and publications. Given its mandate to provide publications. Given its ma provide 
assistance to individual developing countries on stance to individual develo untries o
trade and commodity policies FAO must ensure de and commodity policies must ens
that the results of its analytical work are madethe results of its analytic rk are m
available in easily accessible and user-friendly form.ble in easily accessible available in easily accessible and user-frien
taff should also provide training and capacity-uld also provideStaff should also provide training and ca

ng assistance on a country and regional basis.building assistance on a country and reg s.

FAOSTAT ata base improvements were strondata base improvements wer ongly
ese should reduce the need for supported. These should reduce the ne or the 
kets division to maintain shorTrade and Markets division to maintain ort- and

long-term commodity databases

Evaluators made a general recommendation thatmmendav ade a ge
Management is on the right track with its re-k with itsMa s on the

entation. However, it is recommended that certainmended orien wever, it
strategic issues receive further attention. These include:hese inctegic issu further a

Partnerships need to be created or expanded panded o be cre
in a number of areas: 1) with ministries besidesbesidesa number 1) with 
Agriculture that work in commodities and trade; trade;culture t n comm
2) with the International Commodity Bodies s toh the Int Commo
develop the monitoring, outlook and analysis oof p the mo utlook a
commodity markets; 3) with private sector and dity marke h private
industry associations to undertake analysis of supppply ssociation rtake ana
networks and value chains and; 4) by broadening nd value c ; 4) by br
cooperation with other institutions that are with othe ons that a
involved in international and domestic markets, ernationa estic mar
including universities, research organization and ities, rese anization 
NGOs.

Medium- Term commodity analysis and the 
simulation model (COSIMO):  Evaluation country   n country 
visits confi rmed that the direction being take directio kenfi
in longer term commodity market analysis is y market s the 
correct one. The evaluation team recommendn team re ded 
continuing the change in focus of FAO’sus of FAO
commodities work away from market monitorinm market m ng 
(for which others may be better adapted) towarr adapted rds 
more medium-term analysis and trade policy trade poli
work. COSIMO is highly valued and the evaluationnd the eva on 
recommended that the COSIMO project should roject sho
be enhanced and continued (and be the only large he only la
model supported by FAO).

Incentive systems need to be developed too 
encourage staff to expand extra-budgetaryry 
resources, improve collaboration within FFAO, and
increase partnerships with other organizaations.  An 
examination of successful experiences elssewhere
to identify effective incentive systems thatt are
compatible with these various objectives sshould be 
undertaken.
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Management generally agreed with ththe findings noting that progress nd g that prfi
had already been made on many of the recommendations under the ny of the ndation
Reforms of the Organization and the Revised Programme of Work aand the k andogramm

Budget 2006-07.  The scope for implementing further changes would depenementin nd hanges w
in part on the availability of both Regular Programme and extra-budgetary egular Pr y and extra
resources. 

Management response 
to the evaluation 

  FAO Governrning  FAO
odies' conclusionsnclusio  Bod

Programmme  (P
Committttee)  C

References
, Final Report and Annexes.mmodities and Trade, FinEvaluation of Fof FAO’s Work in Com

s_search/simple_s_result.asp?keyword=283ms/pbe/eims_searc  Available at: http://wwtp://www.fao.org/ei
ommodities and Trade PC 97/4 a).ork in ComSummary Evaluation of FAFAO’s Wo

meeting/012/j9698e.pdfep/fao/m  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.orgrg/docre
a).Management’s response. PC 97/4 

o/meeting/012/j9954e.pdfep/fao  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org//docre
of the Programme Committee. Rome, 18-22 June 2007. CL 132-11.sion oReport of the Ninety-Seventhh Sess
o/meeting/012/k0095e.pdfep/fao  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/ddocre

The Programme Committeemmittee
appreciated the evaluationap evaluation

ethodology and process, includingme nd proce g
ement of the Peer Review Panelthe involve he Peer el.
ation should, however, have The evalua ould, how

eater attention to identifying thgiven grea ention to the
omes and impacts of FAO’s woroutcome d impacts o ork,

and the report could have been more pro-active in rec nding priorities andand t eport could h ecommenmore pro-a
identifyintifying issues.

The Committee found the management respons e both positiveThe Committee fou nse to be managem
and useful. It asked management to provide a stra or FAO’s work inand useful. It asked ma rategy forment to pr

de for review at a future se Work should concentratecommodities and trad session. Wr review at
onger-term trends and FAO of models should be on the analysis of lon AO’s use o-term tren

to COSIMO. The Committ ported FAO’s neutral role in mainly restricted to ttee suppOSIMO. Th
mplications of changes in trad uments and the trade regime analysing the imp ade instruions of cha

ping countfor developing untries.
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Real time evaluation of the FAO 
emergency and rehabilitation 
operations in response to the 
Indian Ocean earthquake and 
tsunami

FAO response to 
the Indian Ocean 

earthquake and 
tsunami

Findings

Donors and resources.  FAO ha
sponse.  Contributions were received from a number of non- Contributtsunami respo

nal donors, including private sector companies. The Special Fund for rs, includingtraditional 
and Rehabilitation Activities (SFERA) played a critical role to speed up bilitation ActivitiEmergency and 

ct implementation and cover strategic though yet unfunded needs (e.g. needs ntation and cover strproject im
assessments and the set up of emergency response coordination units). The ts and the set up of emergeass fisheries fi
sector received two-thirds of these funds, a share which the evaluation found r received two-thirds of these fu
appropriate. Half of all expenditures were used for procurement of equipment andppropriate. Half of all expenditures w
inputs. Overall donor support was more inputs. Overall donor support was m fl exible than in previous disaster responses. fl

in mobilizing resources for its early rehabilitation However, FAO had more success in
m reconstruction and development activities. programmes than for longer–term 

Damage and needs assessments did not suffiff ciently identify key elements for fi
were conducted in a piece-meal way, tended to be programme design. They we

were not well communicated.  FAO tsunami atlases in particular released late, and were 
e been disseminated more widely at the country level and through OCHA could have been 

ReliefWeb. Early and Relie project designs were derived from previous emergency 
ect documents, sometimes with limited feed-back fromproje fi eld offi fiff  ces and nationalfi

vernments.  Project designs during subsequent phases become more context-gov
ecispe fi c.  fi Monitoring of results and of partners’ contractual obligations was found
ufins fiff cient.fi

The December 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami killed approximately 300,000he December 2 led approan Ocean t
ected the livelihoods of two million people.  The disaster people and affe million peoe livelihood
AO’s biggest emergency challenge to date, requiring a morerepresented FA allenge to ggest eme
more technical assistance than any previous FAO relief and varied response and m than any ptechnical a

s.  recovery operations. 
aluation of FAO activities was carried out to provide immediate A real time evalu was carrien of FAO 

guidance to FAO management on strategic and operational feedback and gui ent on strce to FAO 
ents and constraints, and to identify unintended outcomes and gaps in achievements entify uninconstraints, 

response.  The evaluation focused on Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Thailand and thethe respo on IndonThe evaluation
Maldives, where most FAO assistance was provided.   It involved desk studies,Ma e was prowhere most FAO a fi eld fi
surveys and three successive evaluation missions in 2005 and 2006. ation missiveys and three successive 
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Findings cont.

smaller and also came rathernd also r late.
Evaluators found that women did not receivators fo ive sufomen d fiff cient cfifi

attention, largely because the FAO focus wa repairing tion, larg was on ree the FA
or replacing boats and gear for replacing gear for fishermen. ever, . Howevfi
support was provided to Indonesianupport w d to Indo fi sh s, 30 percenth dryers, fi
of them female, and nutritional training Lankaof them g in Sri Lad nutritio

hed 2,000 benreache nefi es, almost all en.  In the all womenciariefi
ricultural sector, women interview ring evaluation agric wed durior, wome

missions considered they had recei heir due share of mi eived thedered the
assistance.a

In the agricultural sector, com es tended to sharemmunitiegricultural 
assets for self-subsistence activ seeds, fertilizer, tivities (ser self-subs
even tractors or cows) with h larger group of h a much actors or 
beneficiaries than intended AO, as a way to helped by FAOciaries thafifi
maintain social cohesion. endency applied much n. This tenntain socia
less to more competitiv ities such as commercial ive activitss to more
vegetable production, n, vegetable p fi ying, and boats and sh dryifi fishingfi
gear, where the tend or elite capture was harder to ndency fogear, whe

As a result, bbeneresist. A fi ary selection was on averageciafi
e contentiou ifus and difmore fifff  cult in the fi fisheries than in the fi
ultural sectctor.agricu

Transition to reconstruction and development: In
ch count O introduced long-term concerns in itsntry, FAO each

mergenc early rehabilitation work and developedncy and eaem
a series vant project concept notes for longer term s of relevaa 
recons n. However, in spite of signinstruction. ficant demand fi
from ments and other stakeholders for a prolonged m governm
inv t of FAO, FAO was not able to mobilisenvolvement
signifi evelopment resources to follow upon its large cant defi

abilitation programme.tsunami reha

Operations: found that the  The real time evaluation f
of authority,ofrganization’s excessive centralisation on Orga

yment practicesploymaucratic procedures and rigid ed empbureau
the ity in thelowered the level of operationalnal capacilowered field.  fi

Deployment of staff during ththeeployme fi hs wasw months rst fewfi
rsonnelphases, persrelatively rapid, but during ssubsequent tively rap

t difregulations on contract lenengths made itations on fiff retain  cult to rfi
y anded of delivery staff.  Regarding procuremment, the speeRegarding
ment cal procuremquality of items varied coonsiderably. Lof items va
nalo internationawas found to be generally y preferable toto be ge

procurement, but required ad adequatet, but requ fi managemennancial man ment fi
capacity in ca fi eld offi fiff rocurements in rocurem s in Splitting large pg large p ces. Spfi

uced quicklyuickly proved maller quantities which could be prodities which could bsma
ebenefi cial.fi

Partnerships: velyely in partnerships   FAO engaged very activFAO engaged very acti
a a wide array of at local, national and global levels with aal and global levels with at local, nat
onors, NGOs,stakeholders includuding governments, doakeholders
d international academic institutions, ns, UN agencies anddemic instit

fi tual some contractual nancing institutions, althoalthough cumberscing institutiofi
orative effortsn collaborativ forts.  arrangements sometimes boggebogged downgements sometim

Sectoral coordination: ating role wole was O’s coordinaFAO’s co
g and ad advocacy. This generally limited to information sharingge y limited to information sha
sectctoral coordinationole was strongest in Sri Lanka, where srole strongest in Sri Lanka, where
-chchaired by the ums, well facilitated by FAO and co-forum well facilitated by FAO and co
ddelivery of physicalernment, may have surpassed the Govern nt, may have surpassed the 
y.nce in termassistanc erms of visibility and utility

Impact on benefi ciaries: FAO tsunami  Overall, the F
holds. FAO 0 households.ed an estimated response assisted a mated 106,000

ure sector needs thds than ure seespond to agricultuwas better able to respon ricultu
to those in the fi ectors, red forestry se sheries and forfi flflec ecting its flfl

gencieses and a lighter  emergpast experience with agricultural em
an wwas incurred by the e thadegree of destruction in agriculture t

fifisheries sector.  fifi
urre sector, which isFAO performed best in the agricultuFAO performed best in the agricult
n’s past experienceundederstandable given the Organization

with agagricultural disasters.  For fi es, new modalities sheriefi
varied natures of the had to be be developed, tailored to the v

fi shery-based.  Td.  The best response in fi fisheries rehabilitation  fi
ation,toral coordination,was in Sri Lanka, through hrough a mix of sect

tion of d distributiotechnical assistance and the ree repair and
of the ction of assets. Contributions to the receconstru fisheriesfi

sector were less signifi ailand and theia, Tha cant in Inddonesifi
came at highw and cMaldives where deliverables werre few
stry sector wase forestransaction costs. FAO support tto the



Recommendations

Operations: fi cant fi
authority to FAO Representatives and emergency
staff at the national level, and increase investment 
in the development of national level administrative
skills, operational capacity and control mechanismnal c ms.  
In order to retain experienced staff in the retain exp field,,fi
FAO should offer longer-term consultant contractsuld offer longer ntracts
and the regulation for mandatory contract bre regulation for man breaks
shouldd be applied more fl xibly, especially aex y as tofl
timing for emergency projects. ng for emergency project

Resource mobilisation: AO should continue toFA ould cont
raise the awareness of donors of the usefulness of e the awareness of donor he usefu
the Special Fund for Emergency and Rehabilitation pecial Fund for Emergethe Special Fund for Emergency and Reha
Activities (SFERA), stressing the advantages of (SFERA), stresActivities (SFERA), stressing the advanta
fl ility and the costs of conditionality. FAO exibility and the costs of conditionalityfl

bby with other organizations involvedshould lobby with other organizations in
rehabilitation for longer timeframein livelihood rehabilitation for longer tim mes 
d appeals with the UN Ofin consolidated appeals with the UN O fiff  ce fofor fi
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs ( HA) and 

mmittee (IASC). the UN Inter-Agency Standing Comm ee (IASC). 

Collaboration and partnerships: A clearer A
culation of corporate-wide goals and strategiesals and articu orporat

d help to promote in-house collaboration ollaborawould omote i
between units, and enable a smooth transitiontransitiobetween  enable 
from initial rehabilitation to longer-termm om initia ation to 
reconstruction and development.  The creationreationonstruct evelopm
of stand-by partnership agreements could sspeed and-by p  agreem
up implementation of initial activities.  A simpmpler plementa tial activ
mechanism for entering into formal partnershiphipsism for e to forma
should replace the current Letter of Agreement.nt.eplace the Letter of
FAO should continue to convene national d contin vene nat
coordination meetings in its areas of competence.n meeting eas of co

Benefi ciary targeting:  FAO should live up tohould live 
corporate commitments to vulnerable groups, mitments able group
women and the poorest, even when that entailsoorest, ev that enta
providing poor households with assets they may seholds w s they may
not have possessed before the disaster. A simple before the A simple 
benefi ciary selection process is sufrocess is fi fiff  cient ffor fi
small or sharable assets, while the selection, while th n of 
benefi ciaries for high value assets must be care assets m arefully fi
planned, conducted and monitored. onitored. 

Damage and needs assessments: Initial FAOO 
assessments should cover all areas within its reas within
mandate in one consolidated document.  Recovecument.  R ery 
assessments should be made at regular intervals.gular inter

Monitoring: Simple reporting systemms for 
monitoring should be developed and thehe
Organization should provide mapping and remotend remote
sensing services over a longer period, ensusuring
wider dissemination.
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Management response 
to the evaluation 

 FAO GoverningngAO Go
 Bodies' conclusionsusionsBodies
 (Programmee(Prog
 Committee)e) Com

References
n Operations in Response to the Indian OceanEmergency and Rehabilitation ORealal Time Evaluation of the FAO 

eport and Annexes. Earthqhquake and Tsunami, Final Re
  Availablble at: en/TsunamiRTEFinalReportEN.pdfbe/pbee/common/ecg/333/en/Thttp://www.fao.org/pb

97/4 b).mme Committee PC 97/4Summary RepoReport for the Program
ing/012/j9669e.pdfep/fao/meeting/012  Available at:  ftp://ftp.fp://ftp.fao.org/docr

1.) Sup. 1.Management Response PC PC 97/4 b
meeting/012/j9846e.pdfep/fao/m  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.orgrg/docre

f the Programme Committee. Rome, 18-22 June 2007. CL 132/11.sion ofReport of the Ninety-seventhh Sess
o/meeting/012/k0095e.pdfep/fao  Available at:  ftp://ftp.fao.org/g/docr

Management accepted, with some caveats, almost all the recommendationcaveats ons the reco
of the evaluation, noting that many of the recommendations are alreadany of t ady mendatio
being implemented, either fully or in part.y or in 

The Programme Committittee
appreciated the thoroughness oughnes
and quality of the evaluation evaluation
pressed satisfaction with theand expr on with t

ensive and positive management comprehe ositive ma
 It noted the usefulness of response.  he useful
evaluations, but found that an ex-post evaluation to ss the sustainablereal-time e ns, but fo to assessn ex-post 

benefi in terms of livelihoods and capacity building would be important. ts in s of livelih ld also beapacity bufi
e Committee stressed FAO’s comparative advanta coordination andThe C mittee stres tage in cocomparat

technical support, while recognising that operational in were sometimestech support, whi inputs weng that op
importanortant to fi n assistance provided by other mphasised thell gaps i ers.  It emce providefi
importance of deploying both technical and operat taff quickly when anmportance of deployi ational sta technical 
emergency occurred and the need for manageme address operational emergency occurred a ment to ade need for

mmittee viewed the Specia for Emergency and bottlenecks. The Com ial Fund foee viewed
ities as a useful means of o g donor support for moreRehabilitation Activit obtaining as a useful 

d timely interventions.  It fo at moving from relief andprogrammatic and found thately interven
o development cannot be de h by FAO alone, but should rehabilitation to dealt withelopment ca

e participation of national gover s, donors and partners in theinvolve the pa ernments, pation of nat field.  fi
onal NGOs could be important par not only during emergencies, but also National artners noOs could be imp

for sustainablfor able rehabilitation. 
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Independent evaluation of the 
workings of the International 
Plant Protection Convention and 
its institutional arrangements

FAO and the 
International Plant 

Protection Convention T al Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) is an international treaty he Internationa ion (IPPCProtection
nt health, to which as of September 2007 165 governmentsrelating to plan eptember alth, to whi

Secretariat for the IPPC is provided by FAO and the Conventionadhere. The S providedetariat for t
e Commission on Phytosanitary Measures (CPM). The WTO is governed by the nitary Meammission o

sanitary and phyto-sanitary matters (SPS) recognises the IPPC as agreement on sa matters (Sy and phyto
ational standard-setting organization for the elaboration of international the internatio ation for tandard-settin

dards to help ensure that phytosanitary measures are not used as unjustistandards itary measelp ensure that fied fi
barriers to trade. Consequently, steps were undertaken to adapt the Convention tobar s were undo trade. Consequent
the new realities. This resulted in the development of a revised text which extended e developmnew realities. This resulte
the Convention’s scope and mandate to include standard-setting, the promotion of date to inclthe Convention’s scope and 
the provision of technical assistance, and to address environmental concerns. Thence, and tothe provision of technical as

PPC was adopted in 1997 and came into force in October was adoptenew revised text of the IP
2005.

was called for during this transitional period for the Convention d for durinThe Evaluation was
xpectations of the Contracting Parties and FAO and provide anons of the Cto review the expe

ture policy, organizational structure, funding negotiations, strategy and y, organizationainput on future
agement of the IPPC.  The methodology used to conduct the evaluationthe IPPC.  The methmanageme

included desk studies, visits to countries for discussions with a range of esk studies, visits to counti
stakeholders from government industry and civil society, a questionnaire survey toeholders from government indus
governments which received 92 responses, an external peer review and a review overnments which received 92 resp
of the draft report by the Commission for Phytosanitary Measures (CPM) during of the draft report by the Commiss
its session in March 2007.

Findings

T valued by the Contracting Parties to the Convention as ahe Convention is valu
scussion on phytosanitary issues and measures. The International forum for discussT ndards on Phytosanitary Measures (ISPM) are essential benchmarks for Standards 

nal standards and to facilitate trade while reducing the risk of pest introduction.national 
se beneThese fits will increase as trade continues to expand.  Increased attention fi

ould be paid to enhancing public information on the overall importance of plant sho
otection to effectively address food and bio-security concerns.pro
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Balanced FAO/IPPC governance:  FAO’s hosting of the IPPC Secretariat iss hosting PC Secre
considered desirable by virtually all stakeholders and the keholder financial support provovidednancial sfi
by FAO has been instrumental in the work undertaken so far.  However, the edwork u he reviseso far.  H
Convention that came into force in October 2005 provided the Conventio h its Octobe ion withovided th
own governing body, the consequences of which are inadequately reuences o e inadequ fl ect thected in thfl
current administrative arrangements with FAO. A more balanced relatio needs ents wit ionship nmore bal
to be established with fully shared responsibilities between the govern odies of to ared resp rning bodbetween

e IPPC and FAO, in particular regarding budget levels and managem as well asthe I ular rega ement aset levels 
secretariat stafIPPC s fiff ng. fi

Strengthening the IPPC Secretariat’s capacity. he Secretariat s from a at suffers The
shortage of adequate resources on which it can depe plan its work.constant sh f adequat pend to p on which
nt will have to be reached on a minimum level of s ed funding from Agreemen ve to be sustaineda minimu

d the Contracting Parties to ensure necessary addit funding over aFAO and ontracting ditional fuensure nec
significant periodcan iod.fi

Standard-Setting: keholders consider IPPC standar be relevant; however, for Stak ards to beconsider IP
some developing countries, their usefulness is limited use of inadequate capacity. ome developing coun ed becauseir usefuln
There is a need for greater prioritization in the dev ent of new standards There is a need for gre evelopmeprioritizatio

he process for establishing t rk programme. The criteriaand more clarity on th the workocess for e
which have been defifined as a basis for prioritisa while valid, are too numerous sation, whas a basis fifi
and not suffiff y aligned with the overall ob s. There is insufciently objectives. ned with thfi fiff  cient rigor fi

ncy in the selection of the Stan Committee (SC) members. Theand transparency andards Che selection
pplication of the existing rules of dure and more active involvementeffective applic of procedun of the exist

egional Plant Protection Organization e identiof Region ons in the nt Protection O fication of appropriatefi
candidates would do much to improve he standard-setting process could can ve this. Thees would do much to
beneefifi t from more content-based rep of discussions held during the process eporting of t from more content-bfifi
which would help members prepare med comments on draft standards. There are informewhich would help members 
is an increased need for considera environment and biodiversity issues whenration of enis an increased need for con

phytosan andards. This requires both capacity in anitary standeveloping and revising ph
Technica on Biodiversity to provide a wider range of cal Panel onthe Secretariat, and a Te

technical expertise. 

Technical Assistance needs: port recognizes that there is an extensive needThe rep
sist developing c ngthening their national phytosanitary capacities. ng countries in strento assist de

The report conc Secretariat is not the appropriate place for t concludes that the IPPC STh
implemen ivities aimed at strengthening phytosanitary ementing technical assistance acti
capaapacities.

Information Exchange: tional Phytosanitary Portal (IPP), an electronicThe Internati
hange of ofinternet-based forum for the excha fiff  cial phytosanitary information by fi

vention, the Secretariat and Regional Plant ProtectionContracting Parties to the Conve
fully effective.  Mandatory reporting obligations are only Organizations, has not been ful

is a lack of country information; and unreliable informationbeing partially met; there is a
d. While Secretariat training efforts have been successful, there isis sometimes posted. W

d among countries for capacity-building to meet reporting obligations andstill a need among
appropriate use of the Portal.make ap

Findings  cont. 



Recommendations

Strengthening of the Secretariat.
of IPPC activities and governance calls for a
signifi cantly strengthened Secretariat. The Secretaryfi
of the IPPC should be a full-time manager free of 
other FAO duties. The decision on the appointment 
should be taken by the new Bureau and
representatives of the FAO Director-General. Thee
posts dealing with the IPPC’s two core functions with t
(standard-setting and information exchange) shoetting and ould
be upgraded to senior positions. The professioded to senior p ional 
staffiff  ng of the Secretariat should be increasedg of the Secretariat s ed fi
from fifi ve to ten.  FAO should settle with the IPPC  ve to ten.  FAO shou the IPPCfifi
governing body, the Commission on Phytosanitary erning body, the Commiss ytosanita
Measures (CPM) Bureau on a level of guaranteedasures (CPM) Bureau on a guarante
funding in support of the Secretariat’sding in support of the Secr t’s core
activities. This would facilitate timely identivities. This would facilitate ely identificationfi
of the amount of additional resources to be  amount of additional ources to 
mobilized to meet the full IPPC budget requirement.d to meet the fumobilized to meet the full IPPC budget t.

Funding of the IPPC: margin fo There is little m or 
signifi creases in the IPPC’s funding level bcant increases in the IPPC’s fundin  by fi

Regular Programme budget giveFAO from its Regular Programme budg ven 
budget situation. However, FAFAO’s overall budget situation. Howev FAO 

re activities at a should guarantee funding of the core vities at a 
expanded Bureaulevel agreed between the CPM’s ex ded Burea

and FAO. This would facilitate timely iand FAO. This would facilitate t y identifi tioncatfi
of the amount of additional resource amount of additional urces to be
mobilised through voluntary funding to meet the full through vomobilised through voluntary funding to meet th

budget requirement.  There should be a more IPPC budget requirement.  There should be a 
urce mobilisation strategy based on multi--solid resource mobilisation strategy based on 

r than donor rather than bilateral funding.

Standard setting  The evaluation team hasvaluatio
identifi ed a number of ways to improve the to imprnumbefi
efeffiff  ciency of the standard-setting process. Theseng procthe stanfi

clude greater use of existing standards, intandardincl r use of
ticular those developed by Regional Plantgional Ppartic  develo
ection Organizations, and greater use of theter use Protec nizations

knowledge and expertise outside of governments, governmknowled pertise o
in particular, industry groups and NGOs. To ensure Os. To eparticul ry group
continued relevance of standards, a monitoring itoring ntinued r of standa
system for their implementation must be developed.developeem for th mentatio

The IPPC should focus its activities on what 
it can do best for the Contracting Parties. Givevenfo ntracting 
the limited resources, strategies and activities resourc gies and a
at all levels need to be prioritised. More effort need to b sed. More
needs to be put into strengthening the coreut into s ing the co
work of information exchange and standardmation exc d standar
setting. Technical assistance under the IPPC byal assistan the IPPC 
its secretariat, should be strictly limited to core ould be st ted to co
business, while technical assistance activities aimed hnical assi tivities aim
at strengthening national phytosanitary capacities onal phyt capacities
should be undertaken by international techby intern chnical 
assistance organizations, including FAO., including

Strengthening of Governance structures.
The recommendations regarding Governance airding Gov aim
to strengthen ownership of all members while l member
applying governance principles of representivity,of represe
accountability, effiff  ciency and transparency. It isnsparency.fi
recommended that the current Informal Workingformal Wo g
Group on Strategic Planning and Tecchnical
Assistance become part of an extended Bureau. The ed Bureau e 
effectiveness of the Standards Committee could be ttee could 
improved by reducing the current membership from bership fro
25 to 14. Agreement should be reached on funding on funding 
that can be expected from FAO to betterr plan for 
additional fund raising in support of the CConvention.

nninThe Informamal Working Group on Strategic Planning and Technical Assistance,
responding fofor the Commission on Phytosanitary Measures, generally agreed
with the recommmendations on the need for suffiff g cient and reliable direct fundingfi
from FAO and apprppropriate staffiff ot ng of the IPPC Secretariat.  The CPM did not fi
agree with the recommendations which suggest that FAO, rather than themmendations which suggest that FAO, rather than the
IPPC Secretariat, take the lead role on technical assistance and capacity buildingead role on technical assistance and capac
activities.  The CPM-relevant recommendations were not addressed in the mendations were not a
Programme Committee response but will instead be considered at the next CPMwill instead be co
annual meeting. 

Response of the 
Commission on 

Phytosanitary
Measures
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Management response 
to the evaluation 

AO Governingverning FA
Bodies' conclusionsconclu B
 (Programmeamme
 Committee)mittee

References
ant Protection Convention and its Institutionalorkings of the International PlanIndedependent Evaluation of the Wo

Arrangangements PC 98/3.
e02.pdfep/fao/meeting/012/k0233e02  Availableable at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/docre

up. 1.Management Rnt Response PC 98/3 Su
ng/012/k0526e.pdfep/fao/meeting/012  Available at: ftp://ftp.f://ftp.fao.org/docre

nitary Measures to the Recommendations of the IPPC External PhytosanitaResponse of the Commissiossion on P
2.Evaluation Report PC 98/3 3 Sup. 2

/meeting/012/k0439e.pdfep/fao/  Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/g/docre
Report of the 98th ramme Committee to the Council CL 133/3.Progr Session of f the P

o/meeting/012/k0746e.pdfep/fao Available at: ftp://ftp.fao.org/ddocre

Management noted that the technical responsibilities and the policy chnical r ies and 
context of the IPPC are complex and continue to evolve. Of the 3mplex a 36e to evo
FAO-oriented recommendations, 32 were accepted wholly or indations, nccepted

part. Contrary to the Evaluation Team’s recommendation, FAO considerTeam’s r ered ation, FA
the IPPC Secretariat best suited to catalyse and coordinate the responsto catal nse toordinate
addressing the developing countries’ needs.  It rejected a recommend on untries’ n dation oected a 
the outsourcing of document translation in order to reduce costs.nt transla er to red

The Committee appreciatedttee appr
the quality and thoroughnessy and thoTof both the Evaluation reportthe Evalu rt

the management Response.  Itand th agement It
upported combining the functionsupp d combinin ons of 

the Bureau and the Informal Wt ureau and the Working 
Group on Strategic Planning aGroup on Strategic and 

ce and concurred with the Ma ent Response thatTechnical Assistanc Managemeoncurred w
position should be maintaine ether with a full-time the Coordinator’s ned, togeton should b

evel. The Committee consid hat a catalytic role inSecretary at D1 le idered thaThe Comm
apacity building should conti be a priority for the FAO phytosanitary cap tinue to by building s

operation Programme, while wledging its limitations in Technical Coop le acknowtion Progra
m support and suggested expl multilateral trust fund with a longer-term s ploring a mort and sug

er scope than the one presently yed by the IPPC.  It supportedbroader sc y employethan the on
he recommendation to make greate f standards developed by regionalthe re ter use of mendation to m

organizatinizations.  
The Committee felt it could no ess funding issues without a multi-not addresThe Committee felt it 

at clearl ated resource requirements, potential arly indicateyear funding strategy tha
he expe utputs and benepected outfunding sources and the fi ts.  It stressed the fi

ased and e FAO Regular Programme funding tond reliable importance of increas
ote extr etary resource mobilisation and mobilisation tra-budgetathe IPPC to promot

kind.of resources in kin
mittee regr at FAO management had only accepted egretted thaThe Commit

the recomm hat the Organization should undertake a mmendation thpartially the
Review of the W ary Status because of resource constraintse World PhytosanitaReview
and recomm ostly product be produced.commended that a less-co
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ANNEX I:  EVALUATIONS OF EXTRA-BUDGETARY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES 

DURING 2006-07 

Global and Inter-regional

OSRO/GLO/504/MUL French Contribution to Multilateral Programme of 
Emergency Assistance for the Control and Prevention of 
Avian Influenza 

GCP/INT/007/BEL Evaluation de l’axe thématique "Approche participative 
et gestion des terroirs" 

GCP/INT/864/SWI Capacity Building for Surveillance and Prevention of 
BSE and Other Zoonotic Diseases 

GCP/INT/735/UK Sustainable Fisheries Livelihoods (SFL) Programme 

GCP/INT/803/UK Improving Support for Enhancing Livelihoods of the 
Rural Poor 

GCP/INT/915/UK Support to Building, Communicating and Using 
Evidence Relating to the Impact on Developing 
Countries of the Agriculture and Trade Policy of the 
OECD Countries (Phases I and II) 

GCP/INT/916/JPN Socio-Economic Analysis and Policy Implications of 
the Roles of Agriculture in Developing Countries (Phase 
II) 

GCP/INT/976/SWI Establishing the Mountain Partnership Secretariat 
Follow-up Phase of GCP/INT/706/SWI 

Africa

Regional GCFS/RAF/387/ITA Acacia Operation – Support to Food Security, Poverty 
Alleviation and Soil Degradation Control in the Gums 
and Resins Producer Countries 

Regional OSRO/RAF/510/SAF Strengthening Livelihoods through Food and Nutrition 
Security in Vulnerable SADC Countries 

Regional OSRO/RAF/511/SAF Surveillance and Control of Epidemic Foot-and-Mouth 
Disease (FMD) and Contagious Bovine 
Pleuropneumonia (CBPP) in Southern Africa 

Regional UNTS/RAF/010/GEF Environmental Protection and Sustainable Management 
of the Okavango River Basin 

Angola GCPS/ANG/027/EC Support to the Food Security Department (Phase II) 

Burkina Faso BKF/98/006 Appui à la Fixation des Jeunes dans leurs Terroirs 

Burkina Faso GCP/BKF/041/BEL Projet d'Appui aux Organisations Paysannes de la 
Province de la Kompienga dans le Cadre de la Sécurité 
Alimentaire et de la Décentralisation au Burkina Faso 

D.R. Congo GCP/DRC/028/BEL Project d'appui au Développement de l'Horticulture 
Urbaine et Péri-Urbaine (Phases I et  II) 

D.R. Congo GCP/DRC/031/BEL Appui à la Définition des Politiques de Développement 
Agricole en République Démocratique du Congo 

Eritrea GCP/ERI/006/ITA Strengthening of Agricultural Research in Eritrea  
(Phase II) 
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Mozambique GCP/MOZ/027/BEL Improving Nutrition and Household Food Security in 
Manica Province 

Mozambique GCP/MOZ/081/NET Decentralized Legal Support and Capacity Building to 
Promote Sustainable Development and Good 
Governance at Local Level 

Mozambique GTFS/MOZ/076/ITA Mozambique - National Special Programme for Food 
Security PAN II  

Mozambique UTF/MOZ/071/MOZ Support to the Coordinating Structure for Food Security 
Information System Activities of the SETSAN 

Zambia GCP/ZAM/059/BEL Luapula Food Security, Nutrition Action and 
Communication Project (LFSNAC) 

Asia and Pacific

Regional GCP/RAS/186/JPN Implementation of the Global Plan of Action for the 
Conservation and Sustainable Utilization of Plant 
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture in Asia and 
the Pacific Region 

Bangladesh GCSP/BGD/033/JPN Cluster Evaluation Special Programme for Food 
Security

Indonesia GCSP/INS/073/JPN  

Laos GCSP/LAO/011/JPN  

Sri Lanka GCSP/SRL/049/JPN  

Afghanistan GCP/AFG/029/UK Development of Sustainable Agricultural Livelihoods in 
Eastern Hazarajat 

Afghanistan GCP/AFG/036/UK Alternative Agricultural Livelihoods Programme  

Indonesia OSRO/INS/512/SPA Emergency Assistance to Tsunami-affected Coastal 
Communities in Aceh and North Sumatra 

Philippines GCP/PHI/047/AUL Technical Support for Agrarian Reform and Rural 
Development (PATSARRD) 

Philippines OSRO/PHI/501/JPN Emergency Rehabilitation of Agri-based Livelihood for 
Disadvantaged Farmers and Returning Internally 
Displaced People in Mindanao 

Vietnam GCP/VIE/027/ITA Capacity Building, Extension, Demonstration and 
Support for the Development of Market-Oriented 
Agroforestry in Quang Nam Province 

Europe

Regional GCP/RER/017/ITA Integrated Pest Management for Western Corn 
Rootworm in Central and Eastern Europe 

Bosnia & 
Herzegovina 

GCP/BIH/002/ITA Inventory of Post-War Situation of Land Resources 

The former 
Yugoslav 
Republic of 
Macedonia

GCP/FRY/002/NOR Support to Refugee Integration through Agricultural 
Activities (RITA) 

Latin America and the Caribbean

Regional GCP/RLA/138/SPA Proyecto Regional de Cooperación Tecnica para la 
Formación en Economia y Politicas Agrarias y de 
Desarrollo Rural en America Latina (FODEPAL) 
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Colombia UNO/COL/303/DCP Manejo Forestal en la Costa Pacífica de Nariño del Plan 
Nacional de Desarrollo Alternativo 

Near East

Iraq OSRO/IRQ/405/UDG Promotion of Cottage Industry in Rural and Urban 
Areas

Somalia GCP/SOM/045/EC Somalia Water and Land Information and Management 
System (Phase II) 

Planned Last Quarter 2007 – First Quarter 2008

Global and Inter-Regional

 GCP/INT/952/EC 
GCP/GLO/162/EC 

EC/FAO Food Security Programme 

Africa

Regional UNO /RAF/381/FIP Central African World Heritage Forest Initiative 

Regional 
(Lesotho, 
Malawi) 

GCP/RAF/388/GER Protecting and Improving Food and Nutrition Security 
of Orphans and HIV/AIDS Affected Children (Lesotho 
and Malawi) 

Nigeria UTF/NIR/048/NIR National Programme for Food Security (Phase I) 

South Africa UTF/SAF/001/SAF Special Programme for Food Security in South Africa 

Europe

Albania GCP/ALB/005/ITA Agricultural Production Support in Albania - (Phase II 
of GCP/ALB/003/ITA) 

Latin America and Caribbean

Regional GTFS/RLA/141/ITA Promoting CARIFORUM/CARICOM Food Security 

Guatemala GCP/GUA/012/SPA Restauración de Activos de las Familias Vulnerables 
Pobres Afectadas por la Tormenta Stan en las Cuencas 
del Lago de Atitlán y Río Naranjo 
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